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The work reported in the thesis has been divided into 
fife  chapters.
The first chapter gives a brief review of the neutron 
reaction work and also the suzanary of the work already done on 
the problem on which we have done the work.
Chapter II deals with the constructional details of 
the 150 KV Cockcroft-Walton particle accelerator. The 
constructional details can be divided into various parts e.g. 
Generation of High voltage; lon-aource and accessories; 
Focussing; Insulation and vacuum system etc. For the generation 
of high voltage we made use of the 150 KV power supply obtained 
from U«S*A* The ion-source used is of radiofrequency type. The 
various accessories of the ion-source are probe power supply,
100 Megacycle oscillator, oscillator power si^ly. Magnet and 
its power supply and the extracting and focussing power supply. 
Main focussing of the ions is done by the first electrode when 
the ions are moving slowly. Insulation to the h i^  voltage 
from the mains is provided tgr tk an isolation transformer, while 
the box containing the ion*source ajid its accessories is 
supported by the h i^  ins&ation and of high mechanical strength 
perspex pillars. The Voccuis in.jbbe system is coaintained bj an 
oil diffusion punp backed by a Duo-seal mechanical punp. The 
accelerator has been used as a source of 14 MeV neutrons.
Chapter III deals with the experinental procedure used 
in these measurements. It is divided into two parts. First 
part deals with the method of irradiation, flux colib»ation.
BsasureBsnts and mrtore of actiTitits» while second part deals 
with errors it  measurements. A sample whose cross-section was 
to be measured, was always irradiated along with the standard 
substance i.e. iron. Iron is taken as the standard, because 
it  has advantages over others. It gives pure activity of 
156 minutes. Its cross-section has been determined by many 
workers. Its half-life is suitable for con5>arison purposes.
All the sajgq;>le8 were irradiated at the back of the taxiget to 
make use of mazimara flux. Measurements were done measuring 
beta-activities only. The errors in these measurements could 
be, due to the error in the reproducibility of geoisetry, due to 
the presence of (D,D), thermal and inelastically scattered 
neutrons. Statistical errors are kept between ^  to 8%.
Chapter IV gives the details of sieasuremBnts on each 
element. About thirty elements ranging from Aluminium to 
Iridium have been studied. In many cases where the measurements 
have been repeated, large differences have been found.
CSiapter V, deals with the mathematical fonulation used 
for the calculations of the cross-sections and the discussion of 
results. The calculations have been made on the statistical 
theory of conqpound aucleus, making use of the level density 
fomula of Lang and Lecoutfur. The (n,2n) cross-sections when 
plotted against neutron nuniber firstly increase steeply and then 
from N'^60 onward fluctuate around the mean value 1000 irib.
The ratio of "the case of (n,2n) reactions, shows
some miniaas at neutron magic nuiibers. For (n,2n) cross-sections
oalGulatioQi were also don« laaki^g use of the level densitj 
fondula of Newton, ihich takes into account the shell effects. 
The ratio agsdn shows the same miniiBat* In the case
of (n,o() reactions, the ratio of soea on increasing
with the increase in mass Muober* Some mechanism other than 
the coB^ outtd nucleus process is indicated 1:^  the results.
In the ease of (n,]^) reactions, it  has been possible to show 
that mechanism of direct interaction is placing part*
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lyTRODUOTIO"^
The subject of nuclear reactions holds a prominent place 
in the study of low energy nucle.gr physics. From the e:irly 
days of their discovery , neutrons have been realized as 
an in^ortant tool for the exploration of nuclear structure.
Since neutrons carr^ / no electrical charge, they have no~
•to encounter any coulomb repulsion and can interact with 
nuclei even at low energies. The interaction of neutrons with 
matter yields such a wide range of reactions, that a separate 
fie ld  of neutron physics has come into being.
Tork on the neutron reactions has been carried 
on for the last thirty years or so; and i t  has yielded quite 
a useful information. The measure of the strength of the 
interaction of the neutrons with matter is the neutron cross- 
section. There are various types of cross-sections depending 
on the type of reaction.
The cross-sections are measured in units of area
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and the adopted unit of barn is equal to 1 0  cni. Olassically, 
trie cross-section is given by the area of the target nucleus. 
The cross-section defined as the effective area presented \sy 
the nucleus to the incomng neutrons is the measure of the 
probability that the neutron w ill hit the nucleus, irrespective 
of what happens afterwards.
Such a cross-section is called the total cross-section.
The total cross-section can further be divided into 
partial cross-sections, feach proportional to the probability 
of a particular eventoccuring after the collision of the 
neutron with the nucleus.
The various partial cross-sections arise because 
of the various types of reactions, such as neutron elastic 
scattering (n,n), radiative capture (n, t ) ,  inelastic 
scattering (n,n), chained particle emission (n,p); (n,< )^, 
(n,d); (n ,t), fission (n ,f) and other reactions like 
(n,2n),(n,3n) etc.
For a small point particle iitting  a strongly 
interacting sjiiere, the classical value of total cross-section 
in given by where H is the radius of the tauiget nucleus.
But the fact that measurements do not agree with this value 
is a matter of importance for the theory. The way in which 
total or partial cross-sections vary with atomic weight of 
nuclei, or with the energy of the incoming neutrons or 
with the types of emitted particles, provides a very useful 
data for understanding the nuclear structure.
From the point of view of experimental 
convenience se i^trons are generally grouped into thsrmal 
neutrons, resonance neutrons and fast neutrons. The most 
exploited region of slow neutrons is the one of themal 
and resonance neutrons because of the availability of
these neutrons in h i^  flm es from the piles. Apart 
froin its u tility  for nuclear theoiy, the cross-section 
work with thermal neutrons ia quite irrrportant in reactor 
teclinology and solid state physics. The enei^y l«ve l 
parameters obtained from the thermal neutron cross-sections 
have in^jortant bearing on nuclear theory. An inrportant 
result of the therma,l neutron cross-sections is the luonotonic 
decrease of cross-section in this region - the so called 
i/v law. The region of resonance neutrons extends right 
from therml neutrons to a few hundred keV, depending upon 
the region of atomic weight. The large amount of available 
data bn resonance parameters has been quite useful in 
theoretical interpretations e.g. in optical model the know­
ledge of versus atomic weight has played quite an 
important pai’t.
The region of fast neutrons is crowded in a 
sense that the number of energetically possible reactions 
become quite large as corrgpared to the region of low energy 
neutrons. The inrportaiit types of cross-sections measured 
in this region are the total cross-section iT“ (tota l), 
elastic scattering cross-section\j"(n,n), capture cross- 
section Dr(n, “V ) , inelastic scattering cross-section 
[T^n,n') and the total cross-sections for the reactions like 
(n,p); irifds and (n,2n). The total cross-section goes on 
decreasing with the increase in energy, and the non-elastic
cross-section (total ainus elastic) goes on increasirig
4“t<
until i t  becoxnes nearly half the total cross-section.
Jor neutron energies upto 2 0  total cross-sectiona
7-16
for almost a ll elements have been measured. H^ h^es et 
17“l8
al measured the (n, Y) cross-sections for IMeV neu':rons
for a large number of isotopes and their results show
that though there is a sort of smooth variation of these
cross-sections with atomic weight, the cross-section
decreaaea suddenly at certain Vixlues of neutron and proton
number showing evidence of shell effects in some nuclei.
The measurements of differential elastic
scatterii"^ cross-sections in the sin5 )le cases of neutron-
proton scattering yielded valuable results about the
exchange forces, the saturation effects and the chaiige
independence of nuclear forces, while the measurements
with con5)lex nuclei could be explained as the diffraction
effects, due to the scattering of neutron waves by
19-24
spherical particles. These results helped in the
development of optical model of nuclear reactions.
The work on neutron inelastic scattering which
is a predominaint process at energies ^  2 0 0  keV in the
intermediate and heavy nuclei has yielded valuable irifor-
mation. The study of the energy distribution of the
inelastically scattered neutrons and the t-rays has siven
25-2S
information about the energy levels in nuclei.
Sifice the exact nature of nuclear forces is not known, 
the theories developed to explain the experimental 
results are in the form of nuclear models. One of the 
firs t inodels asisuraed a strongly absorbing nucleus. The 
appearance of sharp resonances in cross-section measure­
ments, in^lies long l i fe  tiine of the excited nucleus, 
and for such a long lived nucleus, i t  is most probable 
that the incident particle will share its energy with 
other nucleons. This simple model is also able to 
explain the observed monotonic decrease of total cross- 
sections with low energy neutrons. The strength function 
.^ /j) which is of great iii:portance in understanding the 
aucleeir surface penetrability has been calculated from 
this model. According to this iaodel i t  is a function of 
only potential depth(  ^ ^  )
and hence is a constajit for a given potential well. This 
result is in contradiction with the observed trend of 
obtained from resonance parameters.
Later, evidences of shell effect in certain 
nuclei indicd-teedthat stror^g local interactions are not 
the only possibility, iloreover the precise measurements
31-33
of cross-sections, always did not decrease laonotonically, 
but sometiriies actually increased. The measured total 
cross-sections have broad maxima and minima when plotted 
against energy or atomic weight. This has suggested some 
type of optical behaviour of the nucleus. Weisskopf
(34-35)
3t al could show that, these results Oa.n be explained
i f  the nucleus is considered as a weakly absorbing medium-
the so called cloudy crysTial ball model. The cloudy
ciystal ball model could explain, many of the observed
results. One of the basic features of the cloudy crystal
ball model is that, i t  gives cross-sections averaged Dver
the actual resonances. The confutations of total cross-
35
sections by Feshbach et al on this model are in very good 
agreement with experimental results. The strength function 
on this model is a function of atomic weight, which is in 
line with the experimental trend, thou^ the exact variatior. 
may differ.
The cloudy crystal ball model, though very 
useful in predicting and explaining the total cross-section 
and the elastic scattering cross-section, is however, not 
able to explain the partial reaction cross-sections, as 
for example the cross-sections for the (n,p), (n, oC ) and 
(n,2 n) reactions etc.^high energies of incident particles, 
where these partial cross-sections are important . the 
statistical theory of the cort^ jound nucleus is normally 
employed. The main features of this model are the fcmia.tion 
of the compound nucleus and its decay through various 
channels, which corresponds to different partial reactions. 
This model also assuLies a statistical distribution of 
energ}  ^ levels in the nucleus, considering the neutrons 
protons as forming two independent Fermi gases. The
cross-section for any reaction (a,b) on this model is
given \sy b)= oc(nj ^ere  crS(w) is the
cross-aection for the formtion of the corspound nucleus,
and Ft>, Fy, , Fc are proportional to various partial
widths. A l!axwellian type of energy distribution for the
emitted particles viz. protons, or neutrons is
typical of the statistical theoi "^.
Qualitatively, the statistical theory gives
agreement with msiny features of nuclear reactions e.g.
the eaergy distribution of protons or neutrons in (n,p)
36-38
or Cn,B’ ) reactions are explained with this model.
The iniportaace of the reactions like(n,p),
^n,o() and (n,2 ii) has been realized quite early in
connection with the piles, where large fluxes of h i^
(39)
energy neutrons are obtained at the fuel lattice.
One of the inq^ortant uses to which these reactions have
been put is the production of radio-isotopes of very
high specific activity. A radio-active isotope of high
specific activity can be produced by the (n,p) and (n,ot)
reactions^ because in this case cheinical separation of
the carrier free radio isotopes is possible, which
however is not true for neutron capture case.
(40-55)
Many workers have measured the cross-
sections for (n.p), and reactions for
14 MeV. neutrons. Paul and Glarke who mstde a long 
survey of these reactions at 14 MeV tried to explain 
them on the basis of statistical theoiy of conrpound
nucleus. They ooncluded T-hat whereas the magnitude of
(n,2 u) reactions was in agreement with the predictions
of the statistical theoi7 , -she magnitude of (n ,«/.), and
(n,p) reactions was laach greater than that calculated
from the theory. Their survey was mostly restricted to
low mass nuirfoers, where the ratio of experimental to
calculated values increased with mass numiber.
(52)
Oolman et.al. nave investigated the region
of high mass nuniber elements. Their results show a
general downward trend of (n,p) crosa-sections from
10 to 1 mb for the range i=100 to a=250. This trend
is, however, in contrast to that in the mass range 0
to 1 0 0 , where there is no general trend and the individual
values are scattered over the range of 10 to 400 mb.
For heavy nuclei a few cross-sections l ie  well away
from the general trend. They occur near the closed
neutron shell of 82 and 126.
,The (n,d) cross-section measurements of Paul 
(41^ '
and 0 1 arke do not show any trend, and are 1  to 1 0 , 0 0 0
times greater than predicted by the statistical theorj".
(oiL)
Blossor et.al. measured the (n, oC) react ions at 14.5 MeV 
between the mass numbers 60 to 133. Their values aire 
lower by a factor of two than those of Paul and Clarke 
at A = 60 and this factor increases to about 20 at A=135. 
They showed that (n,c<) cross-sections decrease smoothly 
with A and that the density of odd-odd and even-odd
(52)
nuclei d iffer by a factor of two. Golman et. al. made
nigh atonic weight. Their values lie  between 0.3 to 3.0 
nib, but do not sKow any general trend.
The experiniental results of the cross-sections
for (n,p) and (n, o4) ratctions show that the statistical
theory of cori5)ound nucleus formation cannot fully account
(56)
for the observed values. Brown and Mairhead have shown 
that the ezperimental results for the (n,p) reactions can 
be explained i f  in adfiiticn to their being emitted frcir. 
the conipound nucleus  ^ .protons can also be emitted by 
direct interaction prccase. In their theory of direct 
interactions, the neutrons and protons in the nucleus are 
represented as two independent Fernd gases. The inciden" 
neutron interacts with the protons in the body of the 
nucleus.
(52)
Golman et.al also used the direct interaction
(56)
theory of Brown and airhead, in explaining their 
experimental results for (n,p) reactions. For most of 
the reactions the experimental and calculated values 
agree to within a factor of two.
The experimertal values of (n,2n) reactions 
do not show any general trend of variation with mass 
number, but fluctuate from 30mb from A,-^60 to about 
2000 mb for high mass number. The statistical theory 
however did succeed in explaining the (n,2 n) reactions 
to a good degree.
In view of the above discussion, it  is clear 
that the cross-section measurements of the (n,p), (n,t^) 
and (n,2n) reactions with 14 MeV neutrons are not only of
10
getting the consistant data about the variation of 
cross-sections with mss number, but also to test the 
validity of the a3 suii5)tion that the reactions at thes^ 
©neiigies occur through the compoujid nucleus fornEition.
In the present work an accelerator has been 
constructed to provide a source of ^ ast neutrons. 
Measurements have beeR mde of total (n,p), (n,o( ) and 
(n,a») cross-sections for about 50 isotopes. The 
experimental values have been compared with statistical 
theory. Certain interesting results have beeia obtained 
and are discussed in Chapter V,
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150 M  Qockcroft-Waltori particle AcQelerator«
Where one is concerned with the study of fajiii 
noitron reactions, a strong source of monoenergetic fast 
neutrons is required which should be free from unwanted 
radiations, such as slew neutrons and the Y -rays, for 
this reason, the Ra-Be and Po-Be sources have their 
limitations.
For producing relatively higja energy neutrorfes, 
various particle accelerators such as Van de Graaffs and 
Cyclolipns etc ., have served the purpose.
The sinqplest and the cheapest method of
producing moderately high energy neutrons from the low
energy bombarding particles, is the use of exothermic
reactions like (D,D) and (D,T). A low eneiigy Gockcroft-
Walton type particle accelerator can thus be utilized
excellently for the production of neutrons from the
3 4exothermic reactions viz. D(d,n) He and T(d,n) He , 
which give neutrons of 2.8MeV and 14MeV respectively.
4
The reaction T(d,n)He has a resonance at about lOOkeV, 
irtiich makes i t  specially useful in low energy acceleratcirs 
for producing 14MeV neutrons. As there are many useful 
experiments which can oe done with these neutrons of 
14MeV, a ISOkv Gockcroft-Walton particle accelerator was 
constructed in the laboratory, the details of which are 
given in this chapter.
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Fig. 1 shows the block diagram of the accelerator.
The constructional details of the accolerat»cr, 
could be divided into the following parts:-
A. Generation of High Voltage.
B. Ion-Source and its accessories.
C. Accelerating colunm*
D. Focussing.
EL Insulation.
f. Vacuum system.
A. QENERifflON OF HIGH VQI/TAGE!
For the gensration of 150 KV, we have made use 
of the power supply obtained from Beta-electric Dompany,
IU.S.A.). This power supply is based on a standard doubler 
circuit. A 75 KV trajfisformer serve as the main high voltage 
transformer, and two I-ray tubes, Eureka EV-3-75-T as the 
rectifier tubes. All the components of the high voltage 
power supply are placed inside a box of size 75 cm x 75 cm 
X 75 cm fil le d  with high insulation BunBah shell diala 
B-oil. The high voltage can be varied from 0 to 150 EV 
with the help of a variac in the input of the main 
transformer. Safety measures incorporated in the control 
panel of the power supply are:
(!•) On overvoltage or overload, the h i^  voltage
is automatically put o ff, which can be put on again, i f  one
i6
■tarts with the zero input Toltage.
(2) Two interlocks insure that no person can
approach the high voltage side, without putting o ff the 
voltage,
(3) Spark gapa inserted at the various points of
the circuit remove the mooientaiy surges without dwoaging
the components.
(4 ) When the aigh voltage is switched o ff, the 
high voltage point is automatically earthed.
B. IQI^SO TO .MP AqgESSpSIgS.;.
The developfnent of the radiofrequency
ion-source used by us is based on the design of Thonemon
et al. The main features of the ion-source are siirplicity
of construction, low gas consun j^tion and high percentage
of atomic ions. Pyrex glass is used for envelope in
electrodeless dischargd to minimise the ratio of
monoatomic ions yield to diatomic and triatomic yields.
Hydrogen atone have a lower recombination coefficient on
pyrei than on other coanon glasses. Metals which have
recombination coefficient near 1 0 0% are held to a minimum
in the envelope. A fuaed, fire  polished and grounded
2
silica sleeve at the end of dischaige tube and on the 
cathode canal, serves the double purpose of shielding 
the metallic portion from the discharge and prevents the 
usual puncturing of tae dischaiige tube near cataode#
H£^t£R
2^ /o//s A.C.
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The ian-Bource used by us is the saine ai that
2
of Moak, Reese & Good • The ion-source base is connected 
through a palladium tube to a cylinder containing the ga« 
to be used in the ion-soarce. i.e. deuterium as shown in 
fig. 3. The flow of the gas into the ion-source is 
regulated by controlling the ten|)erature of the palladium 
tube. At 24 Tolts and 2 ajiips. the flow of the gas is 
approximately 20 c.c./ hour at atmospheric pressure. The 
accessories of the ion-source are
( i )  Oscillator power supply variable from 0 to 
1500 Volts.
( i i )  Probe power supply variable from 0 to 5000 Vclts.
( i i i )  Magnet power supply variable from 0 to^  50 Volts.
(iv ) A negative loltage power supply variable from 
0 to 15 kv, for extracting and focussitig the 
deuterons.
(v) A 100 megacycle 60 watts oscillator for excising 
the discharge in the ion-source.
A coil of 6.4 «n. internal diameter consisting 
of 1 2 0 0  turns of number 2 2  enamelled wire serves the 
magnet. The magnet serves the purpose of increasing the 
path length of electrons in the ion-source and hence 
intensifies the discharge. The circuits of various 
accessories of the ion-source are given in figs .4 - 8 .
The output from the 150 kt power supply is
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ooBnected to the box containing ion-»ource aocossorias, 
througii a special insulated cable. The box containing 
the accessories being at h i^  voltage, i t  is essential 
to insulate the A. G. voltage supplied to the various 
circuits in the box. ¥e have achieved this 1:  ^ a 2  KW 
isolation transformer of 2 2 0  volts primary and 2 2 0  volts 
secondary, with 250 KV insulation between the primaiy 
and the second^ r^y. The isolation transformer put in a 
container having ned,rly 80 gallons of diala B-oil, is 
placed juat below the aluminium box. It  was considered 
more advantageous to use this isolation transformer, than 
the usual method of aJQ A»G. generator in the box, driven 
by a motor from below, throi^  an insulated belt etc. By 
the use of isolation transfonaer instead of the A»G. 
generator, the box and the accelerating coluim are saved 
of jerks.
A fan inside the box serves the purpose of 
cooling the oscillator tube, the disdaarge tube and the 
magnet, along with the other electronic circuits.
The perfonnance of the ion-source can be 
illustrated by the following operating data.
Anode voltage. 1.5kv — 3 kv.
Focussing voltage (negative). 3 kv -----10 kv.
G-as consunqption. 10-20 c.c./hr.
Beam current at the target. 10-100 micro-anqperes.
Area of the beam at the tai,get. ^  1 gv^ .
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G. AQGE i^MING QQLIM ;
The aooeleratiflg colurai is the most iu5 )ortant 
part of the accelerator. Normally, while coastructing 
the accelerating cclumn, certain points have to be kept 
in view. The inner surfaces of the insulators mist be 
shielded from the beam, since the surfaces might fla3h 
over i f  they were bombsirded by scattered or defocussed 
ions or electrons. This also may deflect the beam, 
because of the asymmetrical chaiging of the surfaces.
The inner edges of the ceramic cylinders where they rest 
against the metallic discs, are sources of much trouble.
The small voids at the junctions of the metal plates and 
ceramic cylinders give rise to very high fields, and hence 
are sources of trouble. This trouble is removed when tiie 
bondir^ between the insulator and the metal is done bj" 
some cement, so that on pressing the two surfaces, the 
cement comes out and f i l l s  the voids.
The accelerating coluim of our accelerator 
consists of alternate conducting and insulating sectiona.
The insulating sections are porcelain cylinders each of 
6  CEu length, 15 cm internal diameter and of 5 cm thic'iness. 
The two ends of the cylinders are ground fla t. The rer:a,ining 
surface is glazed to ensure absence of pores. The 
conducting sections are steel plates placed between the 
insulating cylinders and having holes in their centre.
The joints are made vacuum tight by the epibond cement.
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The final accelerating column consists of
4 sections with an overall length of 25 cm. The two 
exbrane faces of the column are further joined to 
circular steel plates of 45 cm diameter. Six perspex 
rods were fixed between these plates at the periphery 
to increase the mechanical strength of the column.
The metallic plates carry cylinderical 
electrodes at their centre. These electrodes, which 
can be fitted  from out side, shape the electrical fie ld  
along the tube axis, so as to accelerate and focus the 
charged particles. The cylinderical electrodes are 
graded in their diameter, so that the one nearest to the 
ion-source is of 2.5 cm diameter, ftoile the one farthest 
away is of 10 cm diameter. Others have their diameters 
in between. The length of each electrode is chosen such 
that the insulating sides are properly covered.
150 kv is distributed over a chain of 
resistors of 1200 megohms. The chain was constructed 
out of 120 resistors each of 10 megohns and i  watt. It 
was divided into four parts, each separately enclosed 
in a semi circular pyrex glass tubing. The tapping 
after every 300 megohns is connected to the cylinderical 
electrodes, through the stainless steel plates as shown 
in fig . 9.
The positive ion beam from the ion-source 
is extracted by an electrode to which negative voltage
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with respect to ths cathode of the ion-source is applied. 
The voltage can be varied from 0 to -15 kv.
D. FQJUSSING :
The focussing of the ions from the ion-source 
is mainly done by the axtracting electode, where the ions 
are moving very slowly. The final focussing at the target 
is attained by the other electrostatic lenses, through 
which the ions pass* The focussing action of such a lens 
is shown in fig . 10. The lines of force between the two 
electrodes form & double lens. The ions entering into 
the fie ld  encounter a cpVeiging lens , and while leaving 
the fie ld , they encounter a divergent lens. Since they 
are moving slowly in the b^inning, they take more time 
in passing throu^ tbe convergent lens, and hence are 
made convergent. Thus at each electrostatic lens the 
ionjs become more and aiore focussed, thou^ the focussing 
effect goes on decreasing with the increase of velocity.
E. :
Insulatior*, which forms an important part of 
the accelerator, deserves nuch attention. In the case 
of horizontal type of accelerator, i t  offers s t i l l  more 
oon$)lications. Firstly, we require pillars of high 
mechanical strength to withstand the whole weight of 
the Dox containing ion-soarce accessories and secondly,
22.
of high insulation properties to withstand the high voltage 
of the box. Of the oKUiy materials available easily> perspex 
was selected for the aJbove purpose after performing a few 
insulation tests aiid taking into account the fact that 
perspex is machinable.
We constructed four pillars out of perspex 
sheets of 2 cm thickjaess and 120 cm length. Six stacks of
2 cm X 15 cm X 120 err. were bonded together perspex 
screws, and were turned on a lathe to get the circular 
pillars of 1 2  cm diamster and 1 2 0  cm length.
The five control rods of the ion-source 
accessories were also perspex rods, each of 2*5 cm diaireter 
and 2 1 0  cm length. Ihoijgh not much mechanical strength ie 
required in this case, the insulation of Mgh degree is 
s t i l l  wanted. The insulation of the 220 Yolts A,G. for 
the ion-source accessories, has been provided by an 
isolation transformer mentioned earlier. The transfomsr 
was put in a high insula':iion o il in a grounded tank, ss 
that the charges collected on the insulated o il, were 
gro'jnded automatically.
The insulation on the accelerating column 
side was provided by using the porcelain cylinders, with 
corrugated surfaces. Since the accelerating colunn wafi 
horizontal, some support to the column was thought necessary. 
Six perspex rods of 2,5 cm diameter and 30 cm length were 
fixed along with the porcelain cylinders to give them
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mechanical support.
P, VACUUM S£g£M ;
The vacix*! in the whole system is raaintaijaed 
ty an o il diffusion pun^  of capacity 650 lit./sec. in 
conjunction with a Duo-Seatl mechanical pun^ ) of capacity 
380 lit./min. A freon gas cold trap just above the 
diffusion puiq? is used to cool o il vapours from the 
diffusion pun^ . Pressure of the order of 10“ m*m* of 
mercury is maintained in the whole system. Even when 
satisfactory vacuum haa been obtained, a high puiqping 
apeed had to be maintained, as the ions admitted for 
acceleration are always accompanied by "neutral gas which 
Would build up pressure, i f  not punned out. An NRG type 
501 thermocouple gauge and a 507 ionization gauge are 
included in the system just above the cold trap to 
neasure the pressure.
The Various parts in the vacuum system besides 
the a c ce le ra t in g  coluim are
( i )  A "T" shaped copper tubing, with brass
flanges, ;ihiich connects the diffusion purt^  side to the 
main vacuum side.
'»ii) A metallic system containing a vacuum tight
valve, which by manual operation from outside, can 
separate the taiiget aide from the rest of the system as 
shown in fig . 11. This portion also contains a secorKi 
valve to le t in air or puu^  the target side when necessary.
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( i i i )  A metallic bellow to adjust the tajqget, to
bring the beam in the centre.
(i? ) The target end shown in fig . 12 which includes
a rotatable quartz piece and a side window to observe the
focussing of the ion beajn. This portion also contains & 
suppressor which is placed at a distance of 2  cm from the 
target. The suppressor is kept at negative 150 volts to 
suppress the electrons emajaating from the target, from 
reaching the accelerating column and cathode of the 
ion-source where they produce X-rays.
Whenever A.G. niains supply fa ils  or at night 
when no body is attending the accelerator, a convertor 
working on D.G. batteiy set, available in the laboratory, 
is used to keep the mechanical pun|) running. Also 
included in the diffusion punqp heater circuit is an 
automatic mercury switch which in the event of a failure 
of the water supply, puts the heater off.
&. SOmOL^OOM :
The control room is a small room at the corner 
of the accelerator room. To shield the control room from 
the radiations, the walls of the room axe made approx.
45 cm thick. Also a 30 cm thick wall of boraz diluted in 
water is erected along with this wall, so as to slow down 
the fast neutrons.
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The coatrol room houses the control pajiel for 
150 kr power supply, the controls for the ion-source 
accessories, ionization gauge circuit for mesLsuring the 
pressure, and a beaa current measuring device. The 
monitoring of the n&ut-rons from the target, is also 
controlled and recorded in the control room.
A Zn-S lu3ite  crystal of 1" diaioeter and
4 m.m, thickness in 3or.ju.iction with 6292 photoiml- 
tip lier , was used for monitoring the neutrons. The 
monitor was placed at about 1 0 0  cm from the target 
ani at 90® to the deuterons beaoi. The monitor along 
with the block diagrsjL of the circuitry is shown in 
fig . 13.
H. WORKUP :
The accelerator has been in operation for 
the last two years. Beam currents of 100 ywa, of 
deuterons were obtained at the taiig®t. In actual 
practice howerer , deriteror  ^ currents of not more than 
3C^ a were used. To naintain racuum in the system, the 
Yacuum pun^ is are kept running continuously.
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K. 150 CT AGr.F.LERATQR AS A SPURGE OF 14_M)V NEOTRQNS
The moQoeneiTgetic neutrons of 14.8 ifoV, used in
our experiments were produced by the reaction.
3 2  4  1
 2H^  + 0*1 + ^7.58 MeV ------  (2.a)
Neutron beir^ the lightest particle, aaong those produced
in the aboTe reaction, takes most of the aiailable energy.
The aboYe mentioned (D,T) reaction having a
wide resonance at about 100 keV and a peaJc cross-section of
3 5approx. 5 barns, * is an ideal source for the production 
of 14 MeV neutronB with very low energy accelerators.
The recoil t/-*s produced in the (D,T) reaction 
have energies of approx. 3.5 MeV, and provide a direct 
method for m9nitoring the neutrons, from the (D,T) reaction..
Along with these 14 liioV neutrons a contamination 
of 2.8 MeV neutrons i«  also produced ty the (D,D) reaction. 
The incident deuterons while bonibarding the tritium target 
form a small layer of deuterons on the target along with 
the carbons of diffusion pun?) oil. These deuterons when 
react with the incident deuterons, produce the following 
two reactions
2 2 3 1
----------^He +Qn + 3.27 MeV (2.b)
2 2 3 1
-------- + ;l_H + 4.03 MeV (2.c)
The neutrons from the reaction (2.b) are of 2.8 MeV energy
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and th «ir yeild is nearly equal to that of the pratojas from
4
t.ie reaction (2 ,c ).
4
As the cross*-section of the T(d,tt) He reaction 
at about 1 0 0  keV barna) is very large as conpired to
3
tae crosa-section of D(d,n) He reaction mb), the
number of 14 MeV neutror.e is at least 300 tinaes more than
5that of 2.8 MeV neutrons. For low energies of the
5
iflcident deuterons, Arnold et al have studied the crosa-
section of (D,T) reaction and the ratio of the cross-section!
of the (D,T) ajid (D,P) reactions, versus deuteron energies.
They found that the ajigular diatribution of the neutrons
from the (D,T) reaction is spherically synsnetrical in the
centre of mass system at these low bombaxding eneiigies
and that the intensity of neutrons is maximum at 0 ® to the
incident deuteron beam in the laboratory system.
The energies of monoeneigetic neutron# at
different laboratory angles ajid at different bombarding
energies of deuterons, can be calculated from the simple
dynamos of reactions a.id have been put in tabular form
by Fowler et el. At low bombarding energies of 120 keV,
the maKimum spread in eneiigy of the neutrons from 0® to
180° ia 1  MeV in laboratory system and the energy of the 
0
neutrons at 0 is 14.6 MeV.
For gettirjg monoenerigetiG neutrons of about 
14 MeV we made use of the tritium targets from Oak Ridge,
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U.S.A. aod Kaxwell, Er^ gland,
A histogram of the energy apectrum of neutrons 
as obtained from the recoil protons in an Ilford G2 -©Milsion 
plate placed in the forward direction to the incident beam 
is shown in fig . 14. The enailsion plate was placed after 
the collim tor at a distance of 80 cm from the target. The 
histograiL whidri is based on only one hiindred tracks, shows 
a prominent peak at 14,8 UeV with some background of low 
energy neutrons introduced l:y the scattering materials, 
which i f  subtracted w ill make the ratio of 14 MeV to low 
energy neutrons mch better than shown in the figxire.
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.S^iP.Tas.iii.
Exoerimental Procedure in the Measurement of croRR-gections:
A. :
A 130 keV douteron beam was allowed to strike
the tritium target, which was at a distance of 150 eras
from the ion-source. Haough beam current of more than
1 0 0  yua could be produced, normally, not inore than 2 0
Was allowed to fa ll on the tritium target to avoid the
possible deterioration of the target under heavy bombardment.
Since the energy and current of deuterons used were
oorqparatively low, i t  was sufficient to cool tne tritiuE
target by forced cool air. Under these conditions,
9neutrons yield of 1 0  n/sec. were obtained at the 
target. The target end along with the arrangement of 
irraxiiation of saja5 )les is shown in fig . 1 2 .
The 130 keV deuteron besun was firs t  allowed 
to fa l l  on a quartz glass, placed at a distance of 4  cm 
from the target. ITie focussing and anode voltages were 
adjusted so as to focus the ions in an area of 1 cm^  on 
the quartz. N^ative 150 volts were applied to a ring 
placed just in front of the target, to suppress the 
seccndary electrons from the target, from reaching the 
accelerating column. The tritium target was placed in 
a ?araiay type of cup and the beam current wa3  directly 
measured by a micro-ariKieter. A Zinc sulphide-lucite
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crystal mounted on a 6292 photomltiplier and placed at 90° 
to the incident deuteron beam was used as a fast neutron 
monitor. The flux of the neutrons during any particular 
irradiation was kept constant to within 3^o.
The sample to be irradiated (generally available 
in the powder form) was satidwitched between two cellulose
tapes. The area of the saxi l^e was kept always equal zc
2 21.5 cm. and thickness nearly 20 m^cm. The thickness of
2
the tape wa^  9 m^ca • The iron sair5 )les, which were used 
as standard were alsD sandwitched in the same manner. ?or 
irradiation, the sandwitched sarnple whose cross-section 
Was to be measured, yas placed between the two sandwitches 
of iron, as shown in fig . 12. The place of irradiation 
was the outer side of the bra^s backing of-COl cm thickness 
to whose other side tritium target was fixed. Ihe substances 
to be irradiated were spectroscopically pure with nearly 
99.^ purity.
Because of the small energies of the incident 
deutarona (130 keV), ztie maximum spread in the energy of 
the neutrons from 0° to 180° is 1.0. MeV. Since we made 
a ll t.he irradiations in the forward direction i.e . at 0 *' 
to the incident deuterons the spread in the energy of the 
neutrons falling on the san^ jle was not more thttn 0.5 MeV.
The laean value of the energy of the incident neutrons ca,'! 
be taken as 14.8 MeV.
A sairiple whose cross-section was to be measured
I 6-9
I  '^9
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was irradiated along with the two standard (iron) safl$'les.
The activities produced in the sazr5)le were followed long
enough, to enable the complete h a lf-life  curve to be drawn.
Iron, when bonibarded by 14,8 Me¥ neutrons, yields nearly
56a pure activity of 156 minutes from the reaction Fe 
56(n,p) Mn • It  was therefore not considered necessaiy to
follow its h a lf-life  every tinse. Instead, the counts from
the two iron sai^les were individually measured after a
suitable time, and in the same geometry, for about half
an hour in each case. However as a check, the h a lf-life  
56
carve for Mh was followed once a while. Fig. 14-a. 
shows the decay curve of Mn . The fluz incident on the 
San5)le whose cross-section was to be measured was taken 
to be the mean of the fluies at the two iron sarqples.
The measurements for a given san5 )le were repeated many 
times along with iron, to have good statistics.
For measuring the activities of the irradiated 
samples, an end window beta-counter with a window diame~er 
of 4 cms was used. The beta-counter was surrounded by 
about 1 2  cms of lead from a ll sides, to reduce the 
background. Normally, background of 15 counts/min. was 
achieved.
The areas of a ll the saiaples and those of iron
2
standards were kept the same (1,5 cm ) and nuch care waf 
taken to see that the san i^les were always placed exactly 
at the same position.
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The cross-36ctions reported here were made
56, s 5 6
relative to the cross-section of Fe (n,p) Mn reaction.
Relative cross-secticn measurements have one advantage
over the absolute measurements in that, the flux of the
incident neutrons ishiDh can introduce large errors has
56net to be knowi absolutely. For the reaction Fe (n,p) 
the value of 126 mb at 14,8 MeV was taken as the 
standard* This value is based on the mean values of 
96*7 mb + 1 ^  at 14,5 MeV 1:^ ' Paul and Glarke^, (124 + 12
mb ax. 14.1 MeV Forbes^, 144 + 19 mb at 14,0 MeV by
■5 4
Yasuni and 131 + 15 mb at 15,27 MeV by B.D. Kern et al .
5
Ta& relative activation curve of Terrell and Holm wa3 
used to determine the corresponding value at 14.8 MeV, 
for each of the above v.alues and their average value of 
126 mb at 14.8 MeV was taien as the standard value for 
Fe^  ^ Cn,p) reaction.
Iron as a stand£,rd has many advantages over 
the other elements. Firstly its cross-section has been 
med.sured by many workers and their values are in agreement 
to within small errors. Secondly, the cross-section being 
quite highf i t  gives a strong activity even for short 
irradiation times. Thirdly, i t  produces a pure activity 
of 156 minutes h a lf-life , which is suitable for comparison 
with other activities with Tide range of half-lives.
3. ;
r
Flux C5Llilora.tioiQ
Since measurements were made relatively, the 
incident neutrons flux ifd,s not found absolutely. But 
instead, the value of (nv)(J i.e . (flux x geometrical 
efficiency) was found in each case with the two iron 
standards, and their msoin value was then used in actual 
calculations.
I f  N is the number of nuclei of say iron 
sainple which is irradiated by neutrons for a tim3 k,,then 
uhs counting rate after the lapse of^time t 2  is given by
(“‘M .  = (a:,
Also i f  R be the observed countiiig rate, then
(dn'/dt)-J2  »  R/G£ CW
whsre (dn'/dt)£^!= disintegration rate at time to 
(nv) = flux of incident neutrons
CPw/? “ the (np) cross-section for iro.i.
N = total number of nuclei in the iron sanrole
= decay correction
-At)
’ “ ® «  satur3-tlon correction
R = measured counting rate
Gr = geometrical efficiency
I
= absorption correction 
From equations (a) and (b) we get
m g  Ci'=)
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All the _farameters on the right hand side
of equation (3.c) sxe known for the iron, so that
(»v)G can be calculated.
Since the- swtivity produced in the substo-nce
irradiated to neutrcii3 was measured by counting the
beta-particles emittaii from the substance, t is giver.
by G , where (^n is the mass absorption coei’ ficient 
2
in cn/^ m. and ’d’ is the effective thickness which a
particle has to traverse before reaching the effective
volune of the counter. The value of the effective
thickness M’ is given by i/(2.2) times the thickness
of the substance plus the fu ll window thickness of the
beta-counter. A val^e oi t  times the thickness of th3
sample plus the windciw thickness,(d= ( su.2nLile thicknes3 )+
window thickness) can be taken for the effective thic--tness
’ d’ considering the fact that the beta-particles from
the upper layer hav3 not to pass through any thickness of
the substance, where as those from the last layer have to
pass the fu ll thickness of the substance. But taking
into account also the self scattering etc., a value of
1/2 . 2  times the thickness of the sample plus the
window thickness is a^keti for the effective thickness
6
M'» In those cases where the number of beta-particles 
emitted was more than or», different values of /Wm were 
taken corresponding to the end energies of the beta-particles
•fl
I
•H
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For fijfiding the values of the mass absorption
coefficients ( ) versus the end energies of the beta-
2254
particles, four standard beta-aoirces of Pa (2.32 MeV),
^2x0 204 60
3i (1.17 MeV), T1 (0.765 MeV) and Co (0.31 MeV) obtained
from Baird-atomic Inc. (U.S.^i.) were used. Each source
Was p laced  at a  d istance o f  1 cm from the window o f the
beta-counter. The beta-counter was a bead type counter 
2
of 4.5 ng/cm window thickness ani 4 cm window diameter.
The counting rate versus the thickness of the Alundnium 
fo ils  placed on the window of the counter was plotted 
for each source. The slope on a semi-logarithmic paper 
of the above curve near the zero thickness of the absorber 
gives the v^lue of the . The values of the /^ )>*so 
obtained, were J l^otted on a double logsirithmic paper 
against the end energies of beta-particles. The curve 
so obtained is shown in Fig. 15 and is extrapolated 
towards higher and lower energies.
D. -^^ r{-.urR of Activities.
In a very few cases among those for which cross- 
sections were measured, the remining radioactive nucleus 
Was le ft  not only in its  ground state, but also in the 
excited isonjerio state. And for raost of such cases the 
isomeric state decays by the isomeric transition(I.T) to 
the ground state of the radioactive nucleus. The decay 
of the radioactive nucleus from the ground state, therefore, 
does not follow the single decay law, but instead i t
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follows the activity of the mixture due to both sta-.es.
In such cases the disintegration of the 
grouad state of the radioactive nucleus at ai^ r time t 
is given as
+ D5. r, _ '
,  Aite.-'XU
+ (0Z. +tn,)>7or(/-^ )®
^g'XiU
4^ -
where jto: and jjr are the cross-sections for the 
formation of the states a and b, A^ and 0 ,^^ are the decay 
constants of the stad:es a and b(a is tne isonieric state 
amd b the ground state), fto is the number of nuclei in 
the target nucleus, I is the incident flux, te is the 
irradiation tine aiid t is the time which lapses between 
the stopping of tha irradiation and starting of the 
activity counting.
Two special cases are of interest i:i actual
practice.
a) when 'Xa. "Xi>
Naglecting '^^as coii j^ared to \  and also vaJcing 
be very large, we get from e<j/.(3 .d)
4 i!-‘ = n  -x.T Cl - 'e'' f )cC t
(3. e) shows that the disintegration rate of ths state
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b, whose h a lf-life  is of very short duration aa coirpared 
to the ha lf-life  of the state a, is governed 1:^ - the decay 
of the state a.
b) when
Neglectifig \as  con^ared to Oka and also taking 
Ok*.to be very large, we get from eft. (3,d)
: (jrs.-t-m)-h.oT (/_ 0
E^ . (3 ,f) shows tiat the disintegration rate of the fftate 
t ,  whose h a lf-life  is of very long duration as coirq^red to 
tne h a lf-life  of the state a, is governai by the su:i of the 
cross-sectiomof the states a and b.
(3 .f )  has bee,i used in the calaulation of the crjss- 
sections in a few cases in Ohap. IV.
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jb. Errors in the measurementa of cross-Bectioms
Erro  ^ in the measurements of cross-sectiona can 
be introduced by the following factors.
(1) Error in the neutron fl'ox measurenient.
(2) Error in the total nurcber of nuclei.
(3) Error due to the presence of themsal neutrons.
(4) Error due to the presence of (D,jj) neutrons.
(5) Error due to the presence of inelastically scattered
neutrons.
(6) Error due to (n,pn) reaction in the measurement of 
(n,p) cross-sections.
(7) Error due to (n,pp) reaction in the measuremenlj^^n,) 
cross-sections.
(8) Miscellaneous errors,
(1) Error in the neutron flux raeasurement.
The accuracy in the rrKasurement of (nv)Gr i.e. 
(fluixgeometrical efficiency) depends on the reprodiicibilit.y 
of the positioning of the standard substance (i.e . iron) 
and the sample, at the tiine of irradiation and actitity 
measurement. The nethod of irradiating iron and the 
sample as described earlier ensures the same flux falling 
on the two. i^ ile measuring the activity, the sample and 
standard had to be studied separately. Arrangements were 
made to see that there was a good reproducibility in 
positioning them before the window of the beta-cour.ter.
Tnus the error in the rrieasuremeut of ueiitroii flux, for a 
^articulax irradiatiou '.vill depend upon the error in 
reproduci% the geometry of the stu-jadard substance. The 
error introduced in the cross-section measurecients, due 
to (ttv)G was estimated "o be less than 2%.
(2) i i^rror in the total number of nuclei (N)
There are two sources of error in the measurement 
cf KJ^ a) due to the presence of impurities (b) due to weighing.
a). All the substances used were spectroscopically pure 
with purities generally mors than 99,9%. Thus the error 
introduced in finding the total number of nuclei due to 
impurities, was always less than 0,2%,
b). The weight of the substances used were usually of 
tne order of 30 mgs or ;3o. The weight could be accurately 
!3ttiidured upto .05 ng, so that the error in wei^'jt and hence 
in number of nuclei should be less than 0.2%. The total 
error due to these fj.ctors is <C 0.5%.
(5) jlrror due to the jresence of thsnaal neutrons.
The presence of therraal neutrons, even in a 
small number, can cause serious errors, due to the high 
value of the cross-sections at these energies. The 
sources of these theraal neutrons would be the walls 
of the laboratory and other heavy masses and specially 
the hydrogeneous material around the target. Since in 
our case, the ne -^rest wall was 150 cm. from the target 
atxi that no hydrogeneous material was put near the
target, very less contribution from the thermal neutrcne 
is expected. Parsins et. al. using nearly the sapie 
geometry as in our case found by irradiating Holmium to 
14 keV neutrons that the upper lird t of the ratio of 
thermal to 14MeV neutrons can be put as 2 i  10, which 
means no error is introduced by the thermal neutrons, 
while making measurements with 14 MeV neutrons,
4. Error due to the presence of (D. D) neutrons.
The errors in the observed cross-sections at
14 MeV, due to activation by low energy (D, D) neutrons 
present during the irradiation, w ill depend upon the 
intensity of (D, D) neutrons and the magnitude of the 
cross-sections with tne (D, D) neutrons. These neutrons 
are produced by the reaction of the incident deuterons 
with those absorbed by the tritium target during irradiation. 
Goon et. al. found that the intensities of (D, D) neutrons 
are—'200 times less thar. those of (D,T) neutrons. Even 
i f  ore considers that the (n,p) and (n,o^) cross-sections 
for (D,D) neutrons are of the same order of magnitude as 
that for (D, T) neutrons, the error introduced by the 
former (D-D neutrons) is not more than 0.5%. In the ca3e 
of (n,2n) reactions, even this small error would not be 
present, since the thresholds for (n, 2n) reactions are 
much above the (D,D) neutron energies.
5. Error due to the presence of inelasticallv scattered 
neutrQn^
Since the target was mounted on a thin backing of
.001 CM. thickness, sltkI ao bulky material was present
near tc i t ,  no special error is expected from this process,
6> jjlrror due to iu.pa) reactioa in the raeasurernent
31 V r.. p) pro sS" 88cti c r.s.
The (n,p) reac- i^ons were measured by studying,
the activity produced in tne residual nucleus, after
irradiation. But the saaie residual radioactive nucleus
may be produced (n,pn) reaction, i f  the target nucleus
contains an isotope (a + I, 1) along with the (A:Z)
isotope in which we are interested. Since ’mny of the
substances studied for (-i,p) cross-sections, have the
above mentioned situation, an anibiguitY arises on the
(fe
assignnient of reaction, Golimn et. al. have ca.culated 
the croas-sections for tie  (n,pn) reactions. They found 
that the contribution from (n,pn) reaction is 3% of the 
(n,p) reaction. Thus tne error introduced in the (n,p) 
reactions, in many Cises due to (n,pn) reaction should be 
of the order of
Zi__^rror due to (n.i?::) reaction in the measurement of
in. cross-* sect ions.
In the case of (n, d() reaction, a^ain the sa^
residual radioactive nucleus can be produced from the
Iii-2,2) target nucleus ty the (n,pp) reaction, aloj^g with
the on^  produced from (n, reaction on (A,Z) target.
target nuclides studied for (n, o() reaction on ( a,Z)
contain the isotope in addition to the (A,Z)
^3
isotope. ju.e to ccjonb barrier the cross-section of 
(n,pp) reaction w ill certainly be mich less than (n,pn' 
cro3S-section which it self is sm ll. The error in many 
cases in the r.Teu.aur-5Gents of cross-sections due tc
the contribution from (n,pi;) reaction rnay be ta>en much 
less than 3fo,
_____ Liscellaneoua errors.
lidscellajaeous errors in these measureiaents were 
introduced by the uncertainties in the measurements of 
a) Irradiation tines, b). The time which lapses betw^ or^  
the starting of the counting rate and the stopping of the 
irradiation. The calculatioas of half-lives my also 
introduce certain errors, but since the half-lives used 
for 3ros^-section calculations were the measured ones and 
not from literature, the errors introduced by wrong half- 
lives, more or less compensate the saturdtion and decc-y 
corrections. The activities produced by the (n,p)
(n, {/.) and (n, 2n) reactions, were measured by detecting 
the ^-particle^ which, are followed by the promfit enda i^cn 
of ^-ra,ys in most of the cases. The detection of v-rays 
alcn^ with the /^-particles w ill add some error in the 
measurement of ^activ ities . The detection efficiency of t-he 
^counter for Y-rays is abou" 1%, Moreover the cathode 
Isiigtii of the counter was loade very sm ll, so as to pxpose 
the ffiinigum of cathode to the Y-rays. The error due to the
^-ray couating; is always there but is expected*^
In a few elements of high atomic weight and where the 
energies of the Tf-rays are quite small, conversion 
electrons may add to the error i f  not accounted for.
As far as the statistical error is concerned, the 
mecisureraents in very many cases were repeated twice 
or even thrice to keep the statistical error to about 
dfa. In a few cases of hig^ counting rate the statistical 
error wa3 as small as 1.5% and in cases of very low 
counting rate, i t  was as h i^  as 8fo,
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CHAPTE R-1V
Measurements of a ll the isotopes reported in this 
chapter were made by measuring the bet a-activities 
produced in the elements after irradiation to 14.8 
MeV neutrons, ^ i l e  plotting the decay curves the 
errors have been indicated only in the composite 
decay curve. The errors in the component curves 
though not shown were taken into account while 
calculating the cross-sections. The percentage 
of isotopes in a given element and the decay schemes 
have been taken from Table of isotopes.(D. Stroninger, 
J.M. Hollander, and G.T. Sea borg. Rev. Mod. Phys.
30, 585 (1958), The half-lives of various activities, 
as given in the decay curves, are those actually 
observed, though they have been found to be generally 
tallying with those quoted in literature. The errors 
assigned to the measured cross-sectiom are the 
statistical errors in the measurements of activities 
plus the errors from other sources as described in 
Chapter III .
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A epectroscopically per® (purity ^ ,9 ^ )  /lliinii aiimi fo il
'1'  ^of 20 ng/ cm. thick;iess and of 1.5 cm. area was irradiated
at the back of the *arget for 30 minutes. Counting waja
started two minutes after stopping the irradiation. Tie
two activities of 15.0 hours and 9.46 minutes as shown
24
in the decay curve (fig . 16), are attributed to Na ani 
27  ^ 27 24 27
1 ,^ whigh are produced from the i l  Na and A1
(n,p) 5% reactions respectively. Na produg|d in the
(n, (k) reaction has also an isomeric state Na of half-
l i f e  0.02 seconds. Sin^e the counting was started two
minutes later, (after stopping irradiation^the 0.02
seconds state had already decayed to the Na level, whicc
its e lf decays by a ha lf-life  of 15.0 hours. The cross-
27 24
section for the Al (n, oL) Na reaction is therefore the 
of the cross-section for the production of Na afid 
Na . 3. f )
The braxiching reitio of betas in the decay of 
Lfe, is taken as 58% (1.75 lie?) and 4 ^  (1.59MeV).
27 27
Z *  13 Al-amitiiuia, CAI.)
Mass of Aluiainium = 48.4 jrg
Saturation correction * 0.871
Absorption correction = 1.312
(nv)G = 2. 6 X 10
U ~  («jP ) »  132 rab i  10%
27 24,24m
4 U p i ^ .)
Mass of Alurainium = 48.4 rrg.
Saturation correction = 0.021
Absorption correction - 1.346
(nv)G = 2 .6x10 '
C r(n , 3^ ) = 126 mb + Wo
n
^8
I■} Sa
/A/ /^/Afur£s
Fig* 17. Corqposite decay currt with Silicon as target nucleus*
14 micoru (Si)
A saii5 )le of spectroscopically pure Silicon metal (purity
99,99%) containing three isotopes of Si (92.i8^o), Si 
30
(4.71- )^ auid Si (3.12^), was irradiated for 11 minutes.
The decay curve analysis (fig . 17) gave only two activities
of 9.5 minutes and 2.4 minutes. The activity of 9.5
27 30
minutes is assigned to Fg, due to the reaction _si(n, o( )
<c7 20 28
and that of 2.4 minutes to i l ,  due to the Si (n,/>)
Al reaction. Since^the expected activity of 6.5 minutes
from the Si (n,p) AL reaction was not found in the decay
curve, another irradiation of silicon was repeated to
ensure its absence.
The branching^of beta-particles for the decay
of is taken as 58% (1.75 MeY), 42%(1.59MeV).
3 0  27
Mass of Silicon = 35.2 mg«
Saturation correction = 0.533
Absorption correction = 1.255
(nv)G * 6.5 X 10
£j- * 142 mb + IZfo
Mass of Silicon = 35.2 irg.
Saturation correction = 0.9526
Absorption correction =» 1.118
(nv)a - 6.5 z 10
[f' (n,p) = 180 mb + 10^
0^  ^ «n f\(
(A / /A / /U A /0 0 0  - A / )
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Z »  16 Sulrbur. (S).
Spectroscopically mre Sulphur metal containing four
32 3^ 34 36
isotopes S (99fo), S (0.7^»), S (4.12&7o) and S (O .cm ),
was irradiated for 25 minutes. Ibe analysis of decay
curve, shown in fig. 18, gave three activities of 14.5
days, 2.42 hours, and 2.S^mnutes. The activity of
32 32
14.5 days is assigned to P, due to S (n,p)P reaction,
that of 2.42 hours is assigned to Si, due to the reaction 
34 31 20
S (rifC^ )Si and the one of 2.8 minutes is attributed to ?, 
32 30
due to the S (n,t}P reaction.
32 32
L iiu s lZ
Mass of Sulphur =* 65.1 ng.
Saturation correction »  .00083 I
Absorption correction * 1.199
(nv)G * 5.0 X 10
34 31
Q^(n,p) = 352 mb + 12%
I^ss of Sulphur = 65.1 ng.
Saturation correction = 0.1:12 !
AbsoiT?tion correction = 1.463
(nv)G = 5.0 z 10*^
U~' (n,c^ ) = 190 mb + 11%
CO
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Z ■ 19 Potassium. (K).
Spectrcsc^ically pure^Potas sium Garb^ate havijiig three
isotopes K (93.0^/o:, K (O.Oll^o) and K (6.91%) was
irra-iiated for 30 minutes. Three activities of 108
Ttinutes, 34 minutes and 7*9 minutes found from the
analysis of the decay curve (shown in fig . 19) are 
41 38 38 ^ 4 1
attributed to A, G1 and K from the reactions K (n,p)
41 4L 38 ' 39 38
A, K (n, (k) 01 and K (n,2n)K respectively,
^  The branching ratios of betas in the decay 
^  Ai ^ s  taken as 99% (1.2 MeV), 1% (2.48 MeV) siid for 
Gl, was taJsen as 53fo(4.81 MeV), 16% (2.77 MeV) and 31% 
(1.11 keV)
41 41
Mass of Potassium = 16.8 ng
Saturation correction = 0.175
Absorption correction =» 1.40
%
(nv) G = 5.23zl0
cr(-’i»p) = 88 mb + 18%
41 38
K (n, o<.) Gl
Mass of Potassium = 16.8 ng
Saturation correction = 0.4572
AbsorptiDn correction = 1.40
(nv)Gr = 5.23x10^
Cr(ji*p) = 37 mb + 1 ^
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39 38
lir .iflxgflE
Masa of Potassium = 16.8 ng.
Saturation correction = 0.928
Absorption correction = 1.12
(nv)G »  5.23210
CP (n,2n) * 5.8 mb + 12%
cd
'so
•It
cdo
5
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Z = 20 C!sIoii:i3. (Ca)
A sanple of Galcium Garfc:>nate spectroscopically par©
containing six isotopes ^  Galcium j^e. Ca (96.97%),^
Ga (0.64%), Ga (0145%), Ca (2.C^o),Ga (0,0033%) and Ga
( j(?‘ 185%), was irradiatiel to fast neutrons for 30
minutes. The analysis of the decay curve (shown in
fig . 20) gave four activities of 108 minutes, 19,9
minutes, 7.2 minutes and 120 seconds. The activity
41 44 41
o; 108 minutes is attributed to A, due to Ga (n,o^)A
44
reaction, that of 19.9 tninutes is assigned to K, due 
44 44 e *
to Ga (n,p)K reaction and the one of 7.2 minutes is 
38 40 38
assigned to K, due to Oa, (n jt) K reaction. The
activity of 120 seconds could not be assigned to any
isotope due to the reaction of neutrons with calcium.
15
The activity of 120 seconds may be assigned to 0 due
to the reaction 0 (n,2n)0 , But the threshold for the 
16 15
0 (n,2n) 0 reaction as calculated from the masses or 
1-2
fron literature , is ^  17.0 MeV. This threshold
beifig imch above the incident enerCT of 14.8 Me7, the 
^  16 15 ^
reaction 0 (n,2n) 0 should energetically be not possible.
In all those cases where the oxide or carbonate of the
sangjlo was taken, this activity of 120 seconds was found.
Since the x*anching ratio of betas of l.SMev
44
and 4.9Mev in the decay of K, is not known, it was assumed 
for the purpose of cal^xilations as dOfa for each beta. This
5H
may introduce an error of 5 to 10%, depending upon the 
branching ratio.
44 41
Oa c^ )A «
Mass of Calcium = 19.2 ng.
Saturation correction * 0.1747
Absorption correction = 1.5217
9
(nv)G = 3.5 X 10
44 44
Q.a-.,kt.P.LS
0 “  (n, 0^) = 130 mb + 25^
Saturation correction = 0.65
Absorption correction * 1.521
(nv)(j = 3.5 X 10^
/j" (n»p) * 91nib + 25^
40 38
c^„Lp,ti
Mass of Calci'om = 19,2 n^ .
Saturation correction = 0.944
Absorption correction * 1.151
(nv)G = 3.5 I  10
cr  (n»t) = 31 mb + 15^
P '5
ss
2=21 Scandiunu (Sc)
Spectroscopically pure Scandium metal (purity 99.95^ o)
45containing one isotope Sc (100%), was irradiated for
30 ninutes. On analysing the decay curve (shown in
fig . 21) two activities of 4.01 hours and 12.37 hours, 
were obtained. The activity of 12.37 hours is assigned
t o f .  due to Sc (n, ot ) ^  reaction. The other one of
44 454,01 .lours is assigned to Sc » due to the reaction ^
44 44m
(n,2njSc. The contribution from Sc7 produced in t.ie
reaction tc(n,2n)tc^ was neglected. Since the irradiation
time was only 30 ffiinutes^Sc decays by a h a lf-life  of 2.6
days, the number of radio-active nuclei formed in this
stats would be very small as coii$)ared to those formed in
t t ,  which decays by a h a lf-life  of 4.01 hours.
The brsLnching ratio of betas, in the decay of
42
K is taken as 82% (3.55 MeV);13% (1.99 MeV). Sc decays
through 93% and 7% E. 3.
45. . 42
Mass of Scandium = 19.5 mg
Saturation correction * 0.G27
Absorption correction = 1.103
(nv)G = 3.78x10^
45 45
-iJii2.B.igc
Mass of Scsoidium * 19.5 ng
Saturation correction »  0.C83
Abs^ption correction * 1.39
(n7)G =« 3.78x10*
O" (n,2n) = 146 mb t  13?^o
< N t b ^ S »
--- f  JXOA//W/SJ.//000  s*/ A/ J ^^2
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Spectroscopically pure Titanium metal^j^urity 99.g )
Z»22
oontainiiig five isotopes fi(7.99%), Ti (7.32%), Ti
(T3.99/,A.'and Ti (5.25^o), was irradiated for 12 minutes
to study activities of short duration. The analysis
of decay curve (fig . 22) gives two activities of 1.55
minutes and 56.3 minutes. The activity of 1.55 minutes
50 50 50
is attributed to Sc, due to the reaction Ti (n,p) Sc
49
and the other one of 56.3 minutes to Sc, due to the
49 49
Ti (n,p) Sc reaction.
50 50
Ti(n,p)Sc
jyiass of Titanium * 46.95
Saturation correction * 0.995
Absorption correction = 1.105
(nv)G * 5.25 x 10
cr (n,p) = 169 mb ±
49 49
Xi(ri«p)gc,
Mass of Titanium = 46.95 i^ g
Saturation correction = 0.138
Absorption correction = 1,230
7
(nv)G  ^ »  5.25 i  10
c r  (n,p) = 112 mb t
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Spectroscopically F-u:*® Chromum metal (P’^ gity 99,99%) 
containing four^aotopes of Cr (4.31%), Or (83.76^), 
Gr^9.55%) and Cr (2 .3^) was irradiated for 20 minutes. 
The analysis of the decay curve ( f ig .24) gave^two
activities of 3.77 minutes and 40 minutes of V and
49 50 50 50 49
Gr due to Or (n,p' V and Gr (n,2n) Gr reewtiona
respectively. The expected activities of 2.0^minutes,
53 53 54 54
55 seconds and 5.3 minutes due to Gr (n,p)V, Gr(n,p)T 
54 51
and Gr(n, dL) Ti iRre not c.etected.
The brajTtChing ratio of betas in the decay
of Gr, was taiien as 50% (1.54 MeV), 35^?^ (1.39 MeV)
and 15% (0.73 MeV).
50 49 
■Qr .(yi,2n| gr
Mass of Ghroraium = 22.12 ng
Saturation correction * 0.2928
Absorption correction = 1.4435
(nv)G = 6.27 X 10^
Z * 24 i^roTm'um, (Gr^
50 50
g£jnip)V
0“  (n,2n) = 32.2 mb + 25%
maa  cf Ghroidum = 22.12 ng
Saturation correction = 0.9765
Absorption correction = 1,134
(nv;G = 6.27 x 10^
D" (n,p) = 118 mb t  14%
7^  s3’77/»fW^
60 <?o
r//^  ^ w  ore’s
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Z = 27 aobalt (Go)
Spectroscopically pure Cobalt__metal (purity 99.999%)
o9
containing only one isotope Go (iOO/o) was irradiated
to neutrons for 30 minujes. Analysis of decay curve
(shown in fig . E5)yields two activities of 155 miautes
and 2.46 ?ninutes. The activity of 155 minutes ie
56 59 56
attributed to Mn due to the reaction Go (n,c )^MQ.
The other activity of 2,46 minutes could not be
identified due to any reaction with cobalt. However»
57 59 57
Un which can be produced by the Go(n,pd)Mn reaction,
has been reported to have a half'-life of 1.7 icinatesr
The Q- value for such a re^-ction is -16.5MeV. (calculated
from masses). Thus such a reaction has to be ruled cut.
The branching ratio of betas in the decay
56
of Mn, was taken to be 50% (2.81 MeV), 3(^(1.04 MeV), 
2(^o(0.65 MeV)
59 56
MaiXlE6>
'Mas of Cobalt = 31.2 iqg.
Saturation correction = 0.125
Absorption correction = 1.4535
(nv)G »  3.82il0^
D"(n»o^) = 36.5 mb + 1 ^
Fig, 26, Conqposite dtoay  c u t t *  with OalliuB as tajng«t nucleus.
€2
Z = 31 gallium (Qa)
Spectroscopically pure^(purity 99.9^) metallic Qallium 
having two isotopes Ga (60.2%) and Ga(39.3%) was irradiated 
for 40 minutes at the back of the target. Two activities
of 67.5 minutes axid 21.6 minutes separated from the decay
68 70
carve (shown in fig . 26) are attributed to Ga and Ga due 
69 68 ^ 71 70
to Ga (n,2n)Ga suid Ga (n,2n) Ga reactions respectively.
69 q8
^feile calcjating the crcas-section for the Ga g^^2n) Ga
reaction i t  was assumed that the positrons from Ga axe
counted with the sama efficiency as the beta^articlea.^^
For tracing the activity of 2.2 minutes of Zn due to iia
(n,p)Zn reaction galliuiD was irradiated second time for
two minutes only so a,s to reduce the baclcground due to
68 70
the strong activities of Ga and Ga. Even this time no 
trace of 2.2 minutes activity wa3 found, implying that 
its cross-section mu3t be very sm ll.
73
Brajiching ratio of betas in the decay cf Ga
Was taken as 9 %  (1.55 MeV), 0,5%(0.61 MeV) and C.5%
68
(0.44 MeV). Ga decays by positron (85%) and E.G. (15%)*
branching ratio for the positrons in the decay of
Ga was taken as 97% (1.94 MeV) and 3% (0.77 MeV)
69 68
gU(r4 )^.GLa
Mass of Gallium »  30.15 ng.
Saturation correction * 0.3364
Absorption correction * 1.227
(nv)G * 3.46xlo’^
CT (n,2n) = 940 mb + 10%
71 70
Qd (n. 2n) Gra
2
ifeiss of Gallium = 30.15 ng
Saturation ocrrection = 0.71S2
Absorption oc-rrection = 1.2755
(nv)G = 3.46 ixS
Q- (n,2n) = 1950 mb +
«*) «C ^
> ~A/ •» .PSOJ
€3
Spectroscopically pure (puri-^ 99,999%) Qermniuin metal
containing five isotopes of Ge(20.55%), Ge (27.37%),
73 74 76
Ge(7.67%), Ge(36.74%), and G0(7.67%), was irradiated for
30 minutes. The analyeis of decay curve (fig . 27) gave
four activities of 41.C hours, 78.0 minutes, 20.58 minutes
and 2.24 minutes. The activity of 41.0 hours is assigned
69 70 69
to Ge, due to the reaction Q© (n,2n) Ge ; that of^78.0
minutes is assigned to Ge, due to the reaction Ge (n,En)
75 76ffl 76
Ge . The isomeric state Ge formed in the Ge (n,2n)
75,75m 75
Ge dpcays to G© through isomeric transition with a half-
l i fe  of 48 seconds. So tha~ the observed h a lf-life  of
73 minutes, also includes the activity of 48 seconds(eiy* 3.f )
Tne third a c tiv i^  of 2.24 mnutea is assigned to Zn, due
to the reaction Ge(n, cA )^Zr. , and the^one o f^20.38
minutes is attritwted to Ga, due to Ge (n,p) Ga rsaction^
72
^ough this activity can also be produced by the Ge(n,t’,
Ga reaction. The value of (ji,t) cross-section is expe<jt-ed 
to be much smaller than the (n.p) cross-section.
70 69
GeCr.»2n)_Ge.
Mass of Germanium »  34.65 rqg
Saturation correction * 0.008415
Absorption correction = 1.488
7
(nv)G = 3.23xL0
_  tr'(n,2n) = 1600 mb - 14%
76 75,75m
Mass of Germanium = 34.65 ng
Z = 32 Gem^aniujg (Ge)
=A/)
70 70
74
Ge(£., llZn
Saturation cori-ection 
Absorption correction 
(nv)G
cr (n,2n)
Mas of G-ermar.itim 
Saturation correction 
Absorption correction 
(nv)G 
cr (n,p)
71
Mas3 of Grermanium 
Saturation correction 
Absorption correction 
(nv)G
0.234
1.626
3.23xic'^
1170 ml ± Wo
34.65 iTg 
0.6358 
1.256 
3.23x10*^
63.5 mb + 20%
34.65 ng 
0.9999 
1.156
3.23x10'
46 mb ♦ 20%

65-
Z »  38 Strontiuir- (Sr)
A spectrcscopically pure san^ jle of Strontii^ carbonate
84 86
cg^taining four isotopes of Sr (o.55^), Sr (9.87%),
Sr ( %02f.) and Sr (82.5^o) was irradiated to neutrons,
for 5.0 hours. Since we were interested only in the
84 83
activity of 33 hours due to Sr (n,2n) Sr reaction, the
irradiated sample was allowed to decay for 30 hours.
83 84
Fig. 28 shows the decay curve of Sr, from the Sr (n,2n) 
oo
Sr reaction.
+
Since the ratio of E.G. and in the decay
83
of Sr is not known, the calculation of the cross*section
+
is based on the lOO^ c decay through^.
84 83
Sr (n.2n  ^ Sr.
Mass of Strcvitiun ® 20.4 rqg.
Absorption correction * 1.368
Saturation correction = 0.064
(nv)G = 3.49 X 10
U"(n,2n) * 1770 mb + 10%

2 = 42 Molvbdanum (Mo^
A speotroscopically pure san^le of Molybdenum oxide(purity
94 95
99.95^) Gontaining s ix  isotopes o f Mol9.12%), Mo(15.70',
96 97 98 • 100
iaoil6.5%) Mo(9.45%), Mo(2-3.75%) and Mo (9.62%) was irradiated
for 3.0 hours, at the bac'^  of the target. Since W3 were
99
in te re s te d  only in  the 67,0 hours a c t iv ity  of due to  the 
100 99 »
reactlion Mo(n,2n)iiJfo, the raeasurement was sta rted  twenty Dne
houn? after st(j^i^ the irradiation. Fig. 29 shows the
decay curve of lio.
ofThe brar.ching ratioAbetas in the decay of Mo,
is ta|:en as 83% (1.18 MeV;, 3%(O.0OMeV) and 14%(0.40 fe7)
100 99
m  Cni2n) Mo
ikuass of Molybdenum = 19,0 mg
Saturation correction ** 0.031
Absorption corraction * 1.828
(nv) Or = 3.24x10^
cr (n,2n) = 1910 nib + 1C%
N - y s ; .
- f  9X nA///v/s/A//?OJ -T/ ^^2
C7
Spectroscopically^gure Silver metal^^purity 99.999%) containing
two isotopes of Ag (51.35%) and Ag (48.65%), was irradiated
to neutrons for 30 minutes. The decay curve analysis 'shown
in fig . 30) gave three activities of 140.8 rainutes, 24.2
idnutes and 2.23 minutes. The activity of 140.8 minutes is
106 109 106
attributed to Rh , due to the reaction Ag n^  o()Rh . The
activity of 24.2 minuter is attributed to Ag , due tc the
107 106
reaction Ag (n, 2n) Ag . Since ajnother independent activity
Z = 47 Silver (Ag)
of 8.2 days h a lf-life  due to Ag is reported in literature
(Table of isotopes) and^^ich was njt^observed, the ineasured
cross-section for the (n, 2n) Ag reaction is f ie  lower
liid t . The third activity of 2.3 minutes is attributed to
108 109 108
Ag , due to the Ag (n,2n) Ag reaction.
1D9 106
Ap: in, t<)Rh
Mass of Silver = 34.2
Saturation correction »  0.138
Absorption correction »  2,077
(nv)G = 1.02 X 10
jj-  (n, cAj = 42 mb + 25%
109 108
ife (a. 2b ) .te
Mass of Silver * 34.2 ng.
Saturation correction * 0.999
Absorption oorrection »  1.265
(nv)Gr * 1.02 j  10
jj~ (n,2n) = 710 mb + 12%
107 106
M.. ^n) ^
]'^ss of Silver = 54,2 ng.
Saturation correction = 0.577
Absorption correction = 1.^3
(iiT)C- * 1.02 X 10’
cr (tt,2n) = 415 mb +
9
68
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Z = 49 3ad!Tiium (Gd)
A saii^le of spectroBCopically pure^Cadiiiiuin raetal^gurity-
99,99%) haviiig eight. isotopes of Gd (1.22%), Cd (0.88^ o) 
tiO i l l  112 ll3
Gd (12.39%), Gd (12.7^%), Gd (24.07%), Gd (12.4.o;/o;,
114 116
Gd (28.86%) and Gd (7.58%) was irradiated for three hours,
because we were interested only in the lorig activities of
1^5 il5m
53.5 hours and 43.5 days due to Gd and Gd from the 
116 ll5,115n]
reaction Gd (n,2n) Gd i*ig. 31 shows the analysis of
115 ll5m I ,
the decay curve. Since Gd and Gd both decay independently
through beta emission, the cross-section for the (n,2r.; react- 
116
ion with Gd is tai^ en as the sum of the cross-sectioni for
116 115 116 115m
the re;a.ctiomGd (n, 2n) Gd and Gd (n, 2n) Gd .
The branchirig ratio of betas in the decay of
115m
Cd is taken (1.61 MeV), (0 .7iieV) and that in
t-he decay of Gd it  is taken as 58% (1.11 MeV) and 42%
(0.58 MeV)
116 115
Gd (n.2n) Gd
Mass of Gadmium = 90,1 r>g
Saturation correction = 0.0402
Absorption correction = 2.515
(nv)G = 3.5 X 10
= S90 mb116 115m
^  .AA|2nI Qd
Saturation correction = 0.00205
Absorption correction = 1.38
(nv)G = 3.5x10^
CT  (n,2n) = 490 mb
TotcJ. r r  (n,2n) = 118C mb + 15%

70
Z ■ 51 \,\ntimonY iSb)
IZL 123
Antimony has two stable isotopes 5b (57.25%) and Sb
(4 2 . 7 5 -/0). Spectroscopically pure saa j^le of Antiniony metal
(purity 99.995%) was irradiated for 45 minutes. Two
activities of 2.8 days and 16.2 ndnutes separated from the
122
decay curve (shown in fig . 32) are attributed to Sb and
120 123 121 120
2b due to Sb (n, 2a}^  Sb and Sb (n,2n)Sb reactions
122m
respectiveJ-Y. ilso Sb is likely to be produced from the
reaction Sb (n, 2n) Sb . Since the measurement of Sb
activity was started twelve hours after stopping the irradiation
the saturated activity of 3,5 minutes^f Sb , i f  i t  was
formed, had already decayed to the Sb state througji isomeric
transition. The activity of 4.5 minutes and 40 minutes of
IIS 123 121 I I 8  123 123
In and Sa due to Sb (n, oC)In and Sb (n,p) Sn reactions
respectively were not detected, which indicate very small
cross-sectioiji for these reactions.
2^2
Sb decays by 97% betas and S. C. and the 
branching ratio for the betas is taken as ^  (0.74 Mev)
®  (1. 40 MeV) and 30% (1.97 MeV).
121 120 
Sb, 2a},sb
Mass of Antimony * 57.35 ng
Saturation correction = 0.854
Absorption correction = 1.347
(nv)G = 2.5 I  10*^
0~ (n,2n) = 520 mb + 12%
J.23 122
Mass of Antinaorty =* 57.35 irg.
Saturation correction * 0.00766
Absorption correction * 1*434
V
(nv)(j =* 2.5 z 10
Cr  (n, 2n) * 195: irt + IC^ o
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A saznple of apectr'scopical^ pure compound of
(purity 99,^) coE"ainirig Pr (100%), was irradiated for
10 minutes. The decay curve (shown in fig . 33) gavE onl^ y
one activity of 3,47^mnutes js^attributed to Pr,
due to the reaction Pr (n,2n) Pr. Pr. decays by B‘*’(5^ )
140
and £.0.(46%). Since the activity of Pr. was meascjred
by detecting the pcsittons only, correction for 45% decay
through E.G. was apolie<i«
141 140
x^ r (n.2n) Pr
Mass of Praseodymium = 23.5 ng.
' Saturation correction = 0.8647
Absorptio,! correction * 1.155
(nvK> = 6.52x10^
Cr (n,2n) = 13C»8 mb + l^o
Z = 59 Praseodvndum ( Pr)

73
A spectroscopicctlly pure aaa|)le of Europium Oxide (purity
99.95%) containing two isotopes of Eu (47.8^o) and Eu
(52.14%), was irradiated for 30 minutes. The decay curve
( f ig .34) analysis gave three activities of 13.4 hours,
9.0 hours and 2.7 hours. The 13.4 hours activity is 
150 151 150
assigned to Eu, due to the Eu (n^2n) Eu reaction ,
and the activity of 9.0 hours to Eu, due to the reaction 
153 152 152
Eu (n,2n) Eu, Another independent activity of Eu of
h a lf-life  12.2 years is reported in literature(TalDle of
isotope^. Therefore the observed cross-section for the 
153 152
Eu (n,2n) Eu reaction is the lower limit. The third
150 153
activity of 2.7 hours, is assigned to Pm, due to the Eu 
150
(n, ct) Pm reaction.
152
Eu decays by E.G(25%) and (75%). Since
the activity w«is followed by counting only beta particles,
correction for the 25% E.G. decay was applied. The brarwh-
5^2
ing. ratio for the betas in the decay of Eu is taken as 94%
(1.89MeV),3.5%(1.55 ke¥) and 2.5%(0.56MeV).
153 152
Eu (n.2n) Eu
Mass of Europium = 14.6 ng
Saturation correction = 0.0377
Absorption correction = 1.1616
%
(nv)G = 7.0 I 10
U“(n,2n) = 162 mb + 12%.
Z = 63 jiiurooiiMi (jilu)
151 150
Au (u. 2p)
Mass of Europium = 14.6 ng
Saturation correction = 0.0258
Absorption correction = 1.407
(nv)G- = 7.0 X 10
U~~ (n,2n‘ = 596 mb + IC .^
4 « l
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Z = 6 6  .DvsjrQaiuiD (py)
Spectroscopically pure sair l^e of Dy spjpsium oxide (purity
99.7%) coutjining seveja isotopes of Dj^^(0.057%),
(O.lOpfo), Dy (2.35%), (i9.C^o), Dy (25.5%), (24.9%)
x64
and Dy (28.1%) was irradiated for 10 minutes. Fig. 35
shows three activities separated from the dec^g^curve.
The activity minutes^wjs assigned to Gd, due to
the reaction Dy (r, (/. ) Gd. The one of 11.5 minutes
162 162 162 
could probably be assigned to Tb, due to Dy (n,p)Tb
l62
reaction. The uncertain ha lf-life  of Tb, is given in
literature as 14 minutes(Table of isotopes). The third
one of 117 seconds is the usual activity probably due to
15 
to 0 .
164 161
Dv (ti. ( )^ud
kass of Dysprosium = 30.4 ng
Saturation correction = 0.8459
Absorption correction = 1.282
(nv)G = 5.5 z 10
jj- = 17 mb + 20%.

76
A ssDjple of spectroscopically pure Holmium metal (purity
165
99,3?^ ) cojataiEiiEg only Ho (100%), was irradiated to 14,8Mev 
ftsutrons at the back of the target for 30 rrdnutes. Measurement 
of the activities produced was started 30 adnutes after 
stoppiiag irradiation. The decay curve analysis gave oiily 
two activities of 38.5 minutes and 142 odnutes, as sho^ m
164
in fig. 36. The activity of 38.5 mittutes is assigned to Ho,
165 164
d«€ to Ho (n,2ja) Ho refiction. Ihe other activity of 142
Z *  67 Holniiuin (Ho)
165 -
DdK-utes ia assigned to Dy, due to Ho ()ii,p) Dy reaction. 
I65m
The also formed in this reaction decays through
165
isomeric transition by a h a lf-life  of 1.25 minutes to Iiy. 
It was not observed as the counting was started 30 mimtes 
later, and i t  had decayed to Dy.
The ratio of S. 0./^ for this case was taken
<LS 0 .9*
165 164
Ijo-Lrii . 2n}iio
Lilass of Holmium = 26.6 mg.
Saturation correction = 0.537
' Absorption correction * 1.42
(nv)G = 3.45 x 10^
jj (n,2 n) = 2 1 0 0  mb + 1 0^

»77
Spectroscopically pure Ytterbi^oxide (purity^99.959 0^)
containing seven isotopes of Yb (C.135%), Yb (3.14%), 
171 172  ^ 173 i k
Zh (14.4%), Yb (21.^o), Yb (16.2%), IT) (31.6%) and 
176
■ilD (1 2 . 6%) was irradiated at the back of the target,
for 3.0 hours. Since we were interested only in the
175
lo ^  activitj^of 99 hours of Yb , due to the reaction
Yb (n,2n) Yb , the irradiated sample was allowed to
decay for 47 hours. The decay was followed for more
than two half-lives to ensure that no other long half-
l i fe  contributes. Fi,^ . 37 shows the decay curve.
The brancair^ ratio of betas in the decay 
175 ^  ^
of Yb was taken as 80% (0.468 IM ) , 20% (0.35MeY).
176 175
'Cb (n. 2n^y Yb
lilass of Ytterbium = 23.1 ng
Absorption correction = 3.824
Saturation correction = 0.0206
(nv)a = 3.24 X 1C
0“  (n,2n) = 786 nib + 10%.
Z = 70 Ytterbium (Yb)
f 3 \ :
 ^ rn
(3XPfVW i/3c/ TJ.NnOD~N
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Speotroscopically pure san^le of Rhenium metal (purity
99.99%) containing two isotopes of Ho (37.07%) aind 
-t67
R5  (62,9^), was irradiated for 30 minutes. Since we
were interested only in the long activity of 89 hours 
x8 6  187 186
of Re, due to the reaction Re (n, 2n) Re, the irradiated
sao^le was allowed to decay for 18 hours. The decay was
followed to about three .lalf-lives, to ensure that no
oihsr long h a lf-life  contributes. Fig.38 shows the decay
curve.
186
Re decays by 90% beta and 8% 3.0. The 
bracching ratio of betas was taken as 77% (1.072MeV) and 
2»^(0.934MeV).
L87 186
A 9  .
Mass of Rhenium * 35,45 rg
Saturation correction * 0.00389
Absorption correction * 1.683
(nv)a = 0.873 X 10^
n-(n,2n) = 167b ± 1%
Z = 75 Rhsnium (Re)
o§
§-d■P
5: Uh-t
5
1 •cAW
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Spectroscopically pure Iridiim^metal (purity^ 99.995%) 
contaiiiing two isotopes of Ir (38.55o) and Ir (51.5%) 
was irradiated for 20 mifiutes. The analysis of
curve (sdowa in fig . 39) gave three activities of Ir,
190 192 191 190
He and Ir due to the reactions Ir  (n, 2n) Ir ,
193 190 193 192 192
Ir (n, (k) He and Ir  (n,2n) Ir  respectively. Ir
decays by I.T. with a very laiige conversion coe/icient
( eA^^1000). Ir gives by, (n,2n) reaction, two states
of Ir , of half-lives 3.2 hours and 11 days. Since we
observed only one state of 3,2 hours, the observed cross-
191 x90
section for the Ir  (n,2n) Ir  reaction, is lower lirdt.
191 ' 190
Ir (n.2njlr
Z = 77 Iridium ( I r )
kass of Iridium = 28.1
Saturation correction = .0745
Absorption correction = 1.181
(flv)G = 7.9 X 10
tr* (n,2n) = 367 mb + 14%.
193 190
Liass of iridium = 28.1 nqg
Saturation correction = 0.9915
Absorption correction = 1,238
%
(nv)G = 7.9 X 10
t r  (ft» o() = 11.5 mb + 1%,
=A/)
ti
1' w  ' - I
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Sodium and Chlorine
3yeotroscopiCctlly pure sample of Sodium Chloride containir^ 
23 S5
N|^ (iOO%) aad two isotopes of Chlorine, Cl (75.S3%) and
01 (24.47^) was irradiated tw neutrons for 20 minutes.
The decay curve analysis (fig . 40) gave three activities
of 40.1 seconds, 33 minutes and 5 minutes. The activity
23 23
of 40.1 seconds is assigned to Ne, due to Na (n,p) Ne
reaction. The other two activities of 33 minut-ss smd 5.0
35 34a
minutes are assigned to the reactions Cl (n,2n) Cl and 
37 37
Cl (n,p) S. respectively.
34m -r
Cl decays through 50^  ji and 50% 1.1 .
34
The level Cl foriij^d by the decay of Cl, decays by a
half-life  of 1.58 seconds, through H • Since 1.58
seconds is negligible as comgged to 30 minutes, we
shall observe the decay of Cl through 5C% ^  of branching
26/0 (1.3 MeV), 26%(2.48MeV) and m  (4.50MeV) and throueA
50%  ^ of 4.45 Me¥. So taat the correction for the decay 
34m
of Cl by 50% I.T. is not necessary.
23 23
Melss of Sodium = 18.3
Saturation correction = nil
Absorption correction = 1.0798
.nv)G = 6.65 z 13
U~ In,p) = 45.5 nb + 10%.
8J
35 34
a_;ru 2 riiGi
MaJBs of Chlorina * 18. Z iig
Saturation correction =
Absorption correction * 1.142
(n7)G = 6.65x10
0 —(n,2n) = 11.9 mb + 12$
37 37
l^LlzLiris
Hass of Chlorine * 28.2 ng
Saturation correction »  0.9374
Absorption correction »  1.2429
(nv)G * 6.65 X 10^
(n,p) * 39.8 mb + lOfc
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Tarcot “ 
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Tabl»: 1. Observed isI usb of (n, 2n) Cross-sections
atl4.8MeV.
Other AutHora
32IZZZZ
“ 35
Cl
39
K
45
Sc
50
Cr
69 
Ga
71
Gra
70 
ae
76
Ge
84
Sr
100
]\fo
107
^109
^16
Gd
121
Sb
123
Sb
141
Pr
151
Eu
153
Eu
160
Gd
165
Ho
176
^87
"!91
Ir
’Isotope
produced
Observed CObserved'
h a lf-life
Cl
36
K
1^4
Sc
49
Cr
68
Ga
70
Ga
69
Ge
75
83
Sr
99
^C8
^ 1 2 0
Sb
122
Sb
140
Pr150
3u
152
Su
159
Gd
m
He
175
'fh
186
Re
190
Ir
cross-section] 
i i b i ___________
35. Grain 11.9 + 1Z% 3.47 ± 45%
7.9miri 5.8 + 12fo 1 0 ± 5^.
4.01 h 148 + 1 0^
'iO.Omin 32.2 + 23fo
67.5rain 940 + lOfo 552 t  3C%
2 1 . 8 idn 1950 + 9fo 700 + 15fo
41.0 h 1600 1  ^0 6 6 6 1  35%
78. Old n 1170 t  1^0 1820 ± 30%
33.0 h 1770 + lOfo
67.0 h 1910 - IC^ 3790 + 55%
24.2niin 415 1  1^0 519 + 5a%
2 . 3min 710 i  12^ 311 ± 5C^o
43.5 d) 1180 ± 15^
53.5 h)
16.2im.n 520 + 11% 750 + 25%
2.3 d 1950 ± W o 1245 ± 25%
3.47min 1308 t  W o 2060 t  35%
13.4 h 596 + lOfo
9.0 h 162 t  1 2%
17.4 h 1725 + 10% 1470 + 5 %
38.5min 2 1 0 0  t  1 0 %
99.0 h 786 + IC^ o
89.0 h 1675 + 10%
3.1 h 367 ± 1^0
n r
560 t  
1000 t
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Table; 2 Observed values of (n, (A ) 0 ro3 s-section at 14.8 llev.
Target
nucleus
Isotope
produced
Observed
h k lf-life
Observed
cross-section
____ L a k l_ _ _
Other Authors
(5
77
A1
30
Si
34
S
41
K
44 
Ca
45 
Sc
55
Mn
59
Go
74
Gre
109
5S
Eu
164
^f93
Ir
24
•tl
51 
3£
d
41
L
K
52
TT
56
Mfi
71
106
Rh
150
Pm
161
Gki
190
Re
15.0 h
1 0 . 0  niin
145.2 min
34.0 min
108.0 rain
12.4 h
3.7 min
156.0 ndn 
2.24mn
140.3 min
2.7 h
3.7 min
2.9 min
126 + 1 0%
142 + 1^ 0 
190 + 11% 
37 + 1^ 0 
130 + 29fo
151 + l2fo 
63 + 10% 
36.5+ 1 ^  
46 + 20%
42 + 2^ 0
10.3+ 14% 
17 + 20% 
11.5+ 13%
79 + 20%
46 + 55% 
138 +25% 
31.4+35%
52.5+Wo 
39 +20% 
14.9+40%
l35+77o 116+8
C6)
31 + 3.0
8^
Table;3 ObaarYed Taluea of (n^p) Gross-sections at 14.8 Jfev.
Target
nucleus
~23-
Na
27
428
Si
32
5
37
Cl
41
K
44
Ga
49 
Ti
50 
Ti 
51 
V
52
Gr
70
Oe
Isotope
produced
Observed
h a lf-life
±
Observed
Cross-section
^ a b L _____ ;
other Authors
ISL
23
Ke
27
ia
32
P
37
S
41
A
44
K
49
Sc
30-
S3i
ol
Ti
52
¥
70
Ga
40.1 Sec 
9.46 rnin. 
2.5 isin.
14.5 d 
5,0 min 
108 mi£
a.O  ni,-:
58.2 nin 
1.59 idn 
5.8 rnin
3,7 rain 
20.58 niiE
45.5 + Wo
132 +10fo 
180 + IC^ o
352 1  1^ 0
39.8+ Wo 
8 8  + 1 ^ 0  
91 + 25% 
1 1 2  + ZOfo
169 +185^
25 +W o 
118 + 14%
63.5 + 20%
33.9 + 4 0^
52.4 i  1^0 
2 2 0  ++ 2 ^ 0  
369 + 1^ 0
33.4 i  Wo
i
81.2 + ^ ^ 0
27 + 15^
77.7 + 1^; 
129 t  5(^
CJ)
14iD ±2X%
8S
R?.F5:MiggS
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CLiiPxijR-V 
xiesults and discussion
It is of interest to compaxe the observed cross- 
sections with the Values calculated from the statistical 
theory of compound Bucleus. The^min assun5>tions of the 
statistical theory due to N. Bohr', are that every nuclear 
reaction taices place through two steps (a) formation of 
the cocpound nucleus and (b) decay of the compound nucleus, 
and that the two processes are independent of each other. 
Thus the cross-section for any reaction (a,b) on this 
assumption is given by. »= tTSc*)
where cross-section for the fonRation
of the conipound nucleus by the incident particle "a" and 
Gc(b) is the probability that the coispoumd nucleus once 
formed, decays by the emission of particle’b’ .
To calculate the cross-section for the formation
of the conipound nucleus, a few aBSuiT5)tions are made about
the structure of the nucleus. (Elatt and ^eisskopf). They
ai^ e U) the nucleus has a well defined spherical surface
of radius R (b) the particle inside the nucleus moves with
energy greater than that outside (c) the particle inside
the nucleus is subject to veiy strong interactionsand(d)
the fourth assurr5)tion due to (Feshbach] is that the number
of open chaxinels is very large. On these assumption^
4)
Blatt and Weisskopf, have calculated the final expression
87
for the cross-section for the formation of the con^ou’id
nucleus, and hare giren curres for the saine for various
values of x and X, where x = kR, and X = KR; k,&, K being
the wave numbers of neutrons outside and inside the
nucleus respectively.
The total decay probability is given byGeCy-E
where the sum is extended over a ll open channels ,
which lead to the emission of particle b. The decay
2
probability for a single channel is given by
r in -  ■- (.ST-
'  n
where the sum is extended over all channels into which 
confound nucleus can decay. I f  the energy of the 
ircident particle is high enou^, so that the miiGber of 
excited states available to the residual nucleus is very 
large, Gc(b) is given in terms of the level density, as
r  ^ X  ^ Uly
where is the naximum enei^ the particle ’b’ can have, 
and is the level density of the residual nucleus, at 
excitation energy _ 6 t • The final form for the cross- 
section of the reaction (a,b) is thus
. DTO!-?
tmztik) LF-V
where jfl is the cross-section for the formation cf the 
confound nucleus b/ the collision of ’ b’ with the residual
88
nucleus of excitation energy -0 , and Wy(^by-(i)
i? the level density of the residual nucleus of excitation 
energy
Thus the cross-section for (n,p) reaction can 
be written as
0 TvJ = ^
where Qnp and Qn«t are the Q-Values for the (n,p) and 
(n,(/. ) ) reactions. The ’F*" functions can he
calculated by the numerical integration of equation 
(3.e).
I »
Tnile calculating the F function, an iniportant
factor is the level density of the excited nucleus.
Thoughnuch is not known about the level density for the
excited nuclei, s t i l l  a large niJimber of experimental
(5-67
information is available about the levels at excitation
energies of about 8  MeY, a region in which we are interested.
Many workers have made attempts to calculate the level
densities of nuclei, notable sunonfr these are the
T9) (10)
forrrulations of Lang and Lecouteur and Newt.on.
Assuming that the nucleus contains Fermi
gasses of^nucleons, (of neutrons and protons) Lang and
Lecouteur , have shown that the spacing of nuclear levels
of spin 0 in a nucleus of mss number A and excitation
ener^ U is given by  ^ y,
_L .. j). -- )"*»;>-[» iS^) * %.{>"')
Wo - — 0 3 )
Is
\— T'  ' A
Q9
Dt, the spacing of nuclear levels of spin I, is given by
h  r
Brown and Muirhead have compared the measured level ^
)
densities, with the predictions of Lang and Lecouteur.
The comparison shows a remarkable degree of agreemen~, 
in view of the fact that the level densities vary by a 
factor The ratio of observed and calculated level
densities for even-e^en, even-odd and odd-odd nuclei, 
however is not the same, and that
-eAjtA^ 7
They concluded that the approximate relation between the
level densities of odd-odd (oo), odd-even (oe) and even-
even (ee) nuclei is , , , / , , ,
Woo ^  ^  ^  (j.e.)
—/Tu 3- I
In calculating the "F" functions and hence
5~h
the cross-sections, we have made use of the above relation 
and the forraulae (5.g) of Lang k LeCouteur for level 
spacings.
' Since by activation method, we were measuring 
the cross-sections of only the (n,pV) reactions and 
not (n,pn) reaction, while maJcing calculations, we have 
assumed that the protons are emitted between the enei^ 
limits and where q is the binding ener^ of
the last proton in the target nucleus. This assumption 
ensures that the calculations are made for (n,p > ) 
ractions only.
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Thus the numerical integration of equalion(5.f) 
aJong with the limits and gives the cross-section 
of (n,p) reaction on the basis of statistical theory of 
conqpound nucleus.
An e35)ression sinilar to (5 .f) can be written 
for (n,(/. ) reactions. The calculations for (n,(A) react­
ions were also inade on the statistical theory in the 
sa^ ne way as for (n,p) reactions.
(n.2 n) reaction:-
In most of the nuclear reactions of the type 
y,+a..y+(> ,the resi'lual nucleus Y is le ft  in aa 
excited state. The excess energy can be released by 
the successive emission of t-rays, untill the ground 
state is reached. In some cases this excess energy 
could be released by the emission of another particle, 
so that y   ^Z-^  ^  » Thus in the case of neutron reactions, 
i f  the firs t neutron is emitted with energy between 0 
Sind , where (BE)N is the binding energy of the
last neutron in the target nucleus, then energetically 
i t  is possible for the second neutron to be emitted. We 
assume that in (n,2 n) reaction the emission of first 
neutron can be treated like an inelastic scattering 
process and neglect the emission of chariged particles 
as compared to neutron emission from the residual «icleus.
The total (n,2n) cross-section can be considered 
as the product of tne crt)Ss-section that firs t neutron is
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emitted (i.e . inelastically scattered) times the probatility 
that the second neutron w ill be eimtted, so that (1 2 )
Where Pn is the probability that the second 
neutron w ill be emitted. The probability that the firs t 
emitted neutron w ill have energy between 0  and 
is equivalent to the probability that second neutron w ill
be emitted. So that Pn has the form
/ j-
y  snL'i') i^ y
€a is the incident neutron energy, ( }/^ is the binding
I
energy of the neutron in the tai^et nucleus and 6» is the 
energy of the first- emitted neutron.
Since the maximum value of zTJiV ^  oZ(>>) for the 
actual coQ5>utation of the (n,2 n) cross-sections , we have 
LfStd-the values of uz (n), instead of u~y,n .{This may 
however give s l i^ t ly  higher computed values for (n,2n) 
reactions).
^e have also calculated the cross-sections for
(n,2n) reaction making use of the level density formulation 
10
of Newton which takes into account the shell effects.
The spacing between the energy levels having 
total momentum at an excitation energj’- U of a Fermi gas 
model of a nucleus containing Z protons and N neutrone 
has been calculated by Newton by standard method^ . The 
final expression of level spacings, talcing into account
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the shell affects near magic number and adjusting the 
constants from the observed level spacing is given as
X ^2-7S - 0 - C L ^  .
{S-yn)
i  (feTf^c'y) 
C = Q.^C,. --
a, -
!
Jz and are the effective values of J and G, and 
Gg are the individual neutron and proton densities.
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B. (n.2n) Cross-sections.
Table- 4 giv®s the results of Cn,2n) cross- 
sections. The measured values of (n,2n) 
cross-sections are plotted in Fig. 41 against 
neutron, nuniber. Also included are a ll the 
values for (n,2 n) cross-sections from 
literature. In those cases where we have 
repeated the measurements, we have plotted 
our values in preference to the values given 
in literature.
The measured values firs t ly  increase,
steeply with the neutron number from values
^ 6  mb at N = 20 to about 1000 nib at N = 4£. From N = to
N = 130 the cross-sections fluctuate around
& mean value 1000 mb. This trend is shown 
by an arbitrary, solid line. A few points
tow the general trend. Qualitatively 
incy can be explained ai? follows:
lie  quite bel 
this discrepa
The points at N = 60, 70, 90, 114 
which are quite below the general trend correspond
 ^ ^ ? S s
 ^ s;
N. S ^ . • S O' V
V £ l§ = ^ ,|
I ^  S i  I !f
1/;. 4  «  n. 5
I s ' ^ m l
I J 5 Q
I I 
S'- •« I j:
5? S ^ A^ *5 
 ^  ^  ^ '0- Q
J 'A I  ly s:; K 
hi . Vg  ^«B S O
S  I N i  s« ^
t 5 I I?  5  »
• O □ <1 ® A ©
:s^
107 106 121
to the reactions (n,2n) iig; Sb (n,2n)
120 153 152 191 190
ub; (ii,2 )^Su and Ir (n,2 n) Ir
respectively. Each of the resulting radio-
105 120 152 190 
active nucle;.  ^ ig, Sb, Su Ir are reported
in literature to have two independent half-
106
lives e.g. 8,2 days and 24.0 minutes for
120
5.8 days and 16.4 idnutes for Sb , 12.2 years
152
and 9.2 hours for Su and 11 days and 3.2 
190
Hours, for Ir. But we measured cross-sections 
for only one of the suitable h a lf- life  in each 
case. So that the measured values of the 
(n,2 n) cross-sections of these isotopes are 
lower than the actual values and so lie  below 
the general r^end indicated by other cases.
It  is interesting to note that the fluctuation 
of the measured values around the mean trend 
is niich less with our values cori5 )ared to the 
case, when values are taken from literature.
ave.
In Fig. 42^plotted the ratios of 
the observed (n, 2 n) cross-sections to the 
calculated ones against the neutron number.
The calculated values are only from
the statistical theory of confound nucleus.
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Table-4. Observed and calculated cross-sections for (n,2r.) 
reactions at 14.8 MeV.
1------------- —
J Observed
I cross-
i section
K (mb) ^ , j _____  ITb6o.
T ----------------
I Calculated 
I cross-
i section
J n- 0J___  \TcjoS..
T ----------
I RatioTarget
nucleCus I
I
I
JL
0""^.
crcdi
35
.39
Sc
Cr
Ga
Ga
Ge
Ge
Sr
Mo
Ag
Ag
Cd
Sb
Sb
45
50
69 
71
70 
70 
84 
100 
107 
109 
116 
121 
123 
141?r
Ho165
11.9
5.8
148.0
32.2
940.0
1950.0 
1170.f
1600.0 
1770 
1910 
415 
710 
1180
520
1950
1308
596
162
1725
2100
+ 12 ^ 
+ 12 ^
±  13 %
±  25 %
+ 10 %
+ 9 %
+ 18 %
i  14 %
+ 10 %
± 10 »
± 12 %
+ 12 %
+ 15 %
+ 12 %
1 10 %
+ 16 %
+ 10 %
±12%
+ 10 %
+ 10 %
60.0
29.0
410. 0
34.0
1255.0
1430.0 
1450
900.0
1690
1750
1850
2030
1950
2000
2000
2320
2330
2400
2500
0.199
0.2
0.33
0.95
0.746
1.35
0.807
1.78
1.13
0.2S6
0.383
0,58
0.366
0.975
0.552
0.257
0.<:696
0.713
0.34
TalDle- ,^ Continued.
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Target
nucleOus
Observed
cross-
section
ffSfc.
Calculated 
cross- 
Section 
(mb) [j-cq£
Hatio
□~o6o.
irca^ .
^,176 786 + 10 % 2650 0.296
Re ^ 8’ 1675 + 10 % 2680 0.622
1^ 191 367 + 14 %
N i^ 52^ 625 0.0633
Ni^e 40.6° + 30 % 625 0.054
T i « 50.4° + 16 % 58 0.867
Ti '^S 27.9^ 58 0 . 4 7 7
n 83 Cu 482® 15 % 1000 0.482
n 63 Cu 510^ + 7 % 1000 0.510
Cu®5 970^ + 8 % 1050 0.92L
Zn®" 224® + 20 % 675 0.35^
545° + 29 % 1350 0.42
Br’ ® 1141® z 25 % 1320 0.865
1500® + 33 % 1700 0.883
Zr®° 80® + 50 % 940 0.085
Ru®® 478® ■f 19 % 1800 0.265
Ag^°’ 560® + 10 % 1750 0.32
1000^ 10 % 1800 0.555
Table-4. Contd.
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Target
nuclecus
Observed
cross-
Section
(mb)
Calculated
cross-
Section
ITcol.
Ratio 
irMr,.Rr trcAi*.
jl27 1120® + 35 % 2100 0.533
T e '"° 599® + 20 % 2000 0.2995
1200" + 25 % 2300 0,521
1500^ + 20 % 2400 0.625
1722® + 27 % 2700 0.635
a. Reference 15
C. Reference 16
e. Reference 14
f . Reference 17
g* Reference 18
d. Referenee 21
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The solid line drawn through the points ( f ig .42)
i 3 an arbitrary line. It is drawn to see i f  there is any
special trend. The firs t interesting result from these
me-isurements is that almost a ll points l ie  below the ratio.
1 , whish mesins that the observed values of (n, 2n) cross-
sections are lower than the theoretical values, which are
calculated on the basis of statistical theor^^of compound
nucleus. However, as suggested by Welsiikopf i f  i t  is
assumed, that along with the con5)ound nucleus process, part
of the (n,2 n) reaction goes througji some sort of direct
interaction, tiie discrepancy in the measured vadues may
c^ualitatively by reconciled. I f  the firs t neutron is ejected
through direct interaction, in which case, mostly, the
ejected neutron w ill go out with a large energy, than the
residual nucleus is le ft  bac  ^ with a small excitation energy.
So that the emission of second neutron ioes not take p^ace.
The over a ll einission of two neutrons, thus becomes small
than what is expected from the statistical theory. The
observed values of (n,2 n) cross-sections may therefore
become smaller, than ^ a t is expected from the statistical
(19)
theory. The energy distribution of (n,2n) neutrons also 
shows that the mechanism in medium weight and heavy nuclei 
is such, taat the emission of second neutron is through 
the compound nucleus, where as the firs t can also be emitted 
through direct interaction. The angular distribution of 
the (n,2 n) neutrons also support, this mechanism.
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Tablets* Observed aad ealealated eioss-sections for (n,2n)
reactions at 14,8 HeV, calculated values are firon
statistical theory making use of the level density 
10
formula of Newton.
Target nucleus 1 Observed cross- {Calculated cross- I Ratio
i sections ) Isection I R
1 (rt>) j -c i , .____I____ ___________ 1_______ E i f i
S5
Cl 11.9 52 0.22B
39
K 5.8 14 0.415
45
Sc 148,0 897 0.165
50
Cr 32.2 49 0,656
69
Ga 940 970 §.968
71
Ga 1950 1010 1,93
70
Ge 1600 840 1,9
76
Ge 1170 1500 0,78
84
Sr 1770 990 1,78
100
Mo 1910 1650 1,15
1G7
Ag 415 1880 0,22
116
Cd 1180 2020 0,585
123
Sb 1950 2120 0,92
141
Pr 1308 2170 0,602
151
Eu 5% 2400 0,248
160
Gd 1725 2410 0.72
165
Ho 2100 2520 0.834
176 
187
1675 2690 0,62
786 2650 0,2%
loo
Table-5 eontd*
------------------- 1------------------- 1-------------------- 1-------------------
Target nucleus I Observed cross- ICalcalated cross- 1 Ratio cTo^.
I sections Isection  ^ I R =* j — ■ >
I  /_v.\ k \ It 0^  CAC.
46 A
W 50.4 71 0-71
46
Ti 27.9** 71 0.392
Nf« 52.0* 360 0.144
N? 40.6® 360 0.112
Z?“ 80® 680 0.117
R ? 478® 1800 0.266
r.i30 599® 2180 0.274
O O o o
o
T9£> (,<^ Z’*^ )Ji
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On the other hand, in the calculation of 
(n,2n) cross-sections on the basis of statistical theory, 
the values of cross-sections of compound nucleus formation 
0 -^>,;at 14 Me? neutrons were used instead of the required 
(n,n) cross-section values. Since crtcro is the upper 
lirait forzr(n,n’ ), it  is expected that the calculated 
values are higher than T?hat actually they should be. 
Moreover we made the assun^tion that a second neutron 
w ill always be emitted, i f  energetically possible.
Though the assun^tion is quite reasonable, i t  my increase 
the calculated value of (n,2 n) cross-sections by a very 
small amount, i f  there is a con5 )etition between neutron 
endssioa and Y-ray eisission or other charged particles. 
These effects may tend to decrease the ratio of t^ y^/ircaiZ.
Though it  is not very ouch conclusive, (fig,42) 
shows some shell effect, corresponding to the neutron 
numbers of 20, 28, and 50. The few points at N-60, 70,
90, 114, the ratio for which is quite sm ll, are not due 
to any shell effect. ?or these points two indepeudent 
half-lives exist, whereas we measured the cross-section 
for only one of them, as explained earlier.
To see i f  this effect is really the shell 
effect, we again calculated the cross-sections for 
(n,2 n) reaction on the basis of statistical theoi^^and 
raaJciiag use of the level density formula of Newton 
which takes into account the shell effects. Table 5 gives 
the results of calculations along with the measured values.
o
lo2
The ratio of observed and calculated (n,2n) cross-sections 
are plotted in fig . 43.
One again gets those minims at the imgic 
number of neutrons. Since Newton has shown by conrparing 
the theoretical values with the measured values of level 
spacings, that his theoi^ takes into account the variation 
due to shell effects, one is not expected to get these 
effects after using Newton’ s formula for level density.
These effects i.e . the minimas observed at neutron 
nagic numbers rnay therefore be due to some other reason.
(n. c<) cross-sections.
Fig. 44 shows the measured values of (n,o^)
cross-sections plotted against the l^ass number. Also
included in the fig.44 are the measured values of (22)
Oolman at al for high mass number nuclei for con|)arison
purposes. There is a general domiward trend in the measured
values with the increase in mass number.
Also plotted in f ig .45 are the ratios of the
observed and co.lculated cross-sections. The calculations
are made only on the statistical theory of compound
nucleus, for low mass number nuclei, the ratio lies
quite below 1 in a few cases, where as for high niass
number nuclei, alnDst in a ll cases, the ratio lies
quite above 1. 'tfhereas in the measurements of Paul &
(44)
Clarke, the ratio offf® .^ was as high as 10,000, i t  is 
not more than 20 in our case. This may be attributed to
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Table-6 Measured and calculated cross-Section for 
(n,ot) reactions at 14.8 MSV.
Target
nucleous
Observed
cross-
Section
C>^b>
Calculated
cross-
Section
n-CeJl.
Ratio 
irvin
£TCa/.
27
K1 126 + 10 % 140 0.9
Si^° 142 + 12 % 120 1.18
3 190 + 11 % 130 1.46
K 37 + 10 % 119 0.31
44Ca 130 + 25 % 215 1.21
sc"® 151 + 12 % 125 0.605
,, 55 Ikin 63 1 10 % 3.7 17.0
36.5 + 13 % 83 0.44
Ge’^ " 46 + 20 % 1.9 24.2
Agl°® 42 + 25 % 2 21.0
10.3 + 14 % 1 10.3
Dyl64 17.0 + 20 %
Ipl93 11.5 + 13 %
2.89^ 10 % 3.1 0.933
0.13 9.13
7.04^ 10 % 4.5 1.56
Re'®’ 0.94^ 15 % 0.06 15.7
Ao'®’ 0.43^ 10 % 0.017 25.2
CtttSSSSfifi
k ^ 
2  ^ ^
^ s
$ o
10^
our using the level deaaity formula of Land and Lecouteur, 
in preference to the one used by Paul & Clarke. Incidently 
this 3QCWS that level densities of the nuclei are better 
represented by the Lang and Lecouteur's formula. Aa for 
the high atomic weight elements are concerned, since the 
ratio lies quite above 1 , i t  may be argued that
statistical theory alone can not explain the observed 
(n, c^ ) cross-sections and that some mechanism other than 
the confound nucleus, such as direct interaction is taking 
place. The study of the angular distribution of the 
from the (n ,^ ) reaction, may give evidence concerning 
the direct interaction process.
In the region of light nuclei, the ratio of 
observed and calculated values is of the order of one.
A few cases, where the observed values are quite less 
than the cdlculated ones  ^ ^
lie  near or at the magic number of protons. One of the 
reasons of the small observed cross-section of (n,o() 
reactions for these magic number cases is as follows.
The separation energies of the particles at 
the complete shell or near its completion is larger than 
at the start of the n-ew shell. Consequently, the energy 
le ft  back with the out going particle becomes small.
This energy may not be sufficient to allow the partible
II
to cross the co^orb barrier, which results in the decrease 
of the observed cross-section.

loS
(n,p) croS3" sections.
In table 7-A, are given the calculated values of
(n,p) cross-sections along with the experimentally observed
values. In fig . 46 are plotted the observed values, against
nass number (a). Also included are the observed values
(22)
from Golman et al for heavy nuclei, for cornparison.
Fig. 46 shows a general downward trend for the 
observed (n,p) cross-sections with mass number, the cross- 
ssctions varying from ^  200 mb at A=30 to ^  1,5 mb at 
A=240. Though the cross-section for the formation of the 
confound nucleus increases with increase in irass nuirfaer, the 
decrease in the observed (n,p) cross-section with increase 
in mass number is due to the increase in the Goulonto barrier 
ezperienced by the outgoing protons. This increase in the 
Coulomb barrier decreases the probability for the emission 
of the protons and hence the decrease in cross-section.
Also,  ^ since, with the increase in rnass number, the number 
of neutrons, increases than the protons, the probability 
that enough energy is concentrated on the proton for the 
ejection from the neucleus becomes small, as compared to 
that for the neutrons. This fact also decreases the 
observed (n,p) cross-section. A few observed cross-sections 
l ie  well below the general trend which is shown by the 
arbitrary solid line. The values occur at the magic 
number of neutrons of 12,20,28,82 and 128 of the target 
nucleus.
Table* 7-A Observed and calculated values o f cross-section for 
(n, p)reactions, at 14,8 Uev. calculated values are 
only from the statistical theory.
j j j
Target mtcleus {Observed cross-section {Calculated {Ratio
{ {cross-section(R a ------
I I iy»k) I [TCe£.
1 CTO(». I I
23
Na 45.S + lOPi IS 3.03
27
A1 132 ± lOjt 25 5.28
28
Si 180 ± 10% 215 0«838
32
S 352 ± 125t 170 2.C7
37
Cl 39,8 t 10% 10 3*98
41
K 88 ± 18% 10 8*8
44
Ca 91 + 2S% 360 0*252
49
Ti 112 ± 2C^ 260 0*431
SO
Ti 169 + 18% 120 1.41
Si
V 25 ± 12% 10 2*5
52
Cr 118 + 14% 75 1.57
70
Ge 63«5 ± 20% 60 1*06
1*7
Table* 7«>B« Observed and calculated Values of (B,p) CK>ss-sectioa 
at 14,8 Mev. Calculated values are the sum of the 
values calculated from the statistical theoxy and 
Direct interaction model*
S I i
Target nuclous {Observed cross-section I Calculated 1 Ratio
I Cvv»i; I cross-section I R =
_________________ I p-(r<n.____________ i 1__________________
23
Na 45.5 + 1(«( 45 1.01
27
A1 132 + 10^ 65 2.0
28
Si 180 ± 260 0.683
32
S 352 ± m 220 1.6
37
Cl 39,8 ± 10% 40 0.99
41
K 88 ± 18?( 45 1.95
51
V 25 ± iZi 40 0.625
52
Cr 118 ± 14» 106 1.12
70
Ge 635 ± 20% 90 0.705
C M ,/ »  CROSS -SECT/CN
<r gH . ^ . > 1
ONLY COfi^ POUNO 
r/UCl£(/S MODBL
cn.p) c/?oss -S£cr/c^ 
o' ^  A
ce^pomD mc££(/J+m£cr 
mep/tcr/ofif AfOD£is
fo 3 o 30 S'O rso 70
c A --- -------->
idQ
Fig, 47-a shows th^t the ratio for
(n,p) reactions lie  above 1 in most of the cases and
that the statistical theory of Goqpound nucleus cannot
fully account for the observed values. This discrepancy
can be reconciled to sdub extent, i f  i t  is assumed that
along with the compound nucleus process, the reaction
also occurs through some sort, of direct interactior-
Fig. 47-b shows the ratio for (n,p) reaction
plotted against mass tiumber; the calculated values beiiig
the sum of the values from statistical theory of
compound nucleus and the direct interaction theory of Brown 
( i i )
and ixiUirhead. la ii’ig. 47-a, the ratio(cr®^y{;-^^ ) 
ranges fro;n oue to ten whereas it  is hardly 2, in fig . 47-i 
wnich shows that the direct interaction process, 
envisaged by Brown and Muirhead is i^uite satisfactory in 
explainifjg the (n,p) reactions.
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150 KV COCKCROFT-WALTON TYPE 
PARTICLE ACCELERATOR
C. S, KHURANA* and H. S. HANS
P hvsic s  D e p a b t m e n t , M u s lim  UNivBESiTy, A m g a e h
A B ST R A C T . Details of the 150KV Cookoroft-Walton type particle accelerator, 
wJiich has been constructed in this laboratory, are given. Use of radio-frequency ion-source, 
and 250KV iaolation transformer for supplying voltage to the various circuits in the ion-source 
head, are its m&in features. A steady current of protons of more than 100 mioro-amperes at 
the target has been obtained.
I N T R O D U C T I O N
A  low voltage Cockcroft-Walton (C-W) type particle accelerator can be 
utilized exsellently for the production of neutrons from the exothermic reactions 
viz., D (d, n) He® and D (t, n)He^. This gives a cheap and copious source of 
monoenergetic neutrons of about 2.8 Mev and 14 Mev energy respectively from 
the two reactions. To start work in neutron reactions, we have constructed 
a C-W type accelerator in our laboratory, details of which are given below.
Figure I shows the block diagram of the C-W accelerator which is self ex- 
plan£-tory.
mtUttK JUUfitf
fiowio
Pig. 1. Block diagrar of the 150KV cocfecroft-Walton type particle accelerator. 
1 5 0 K V  P O W E R  S U P P L Y
For the generation of 150 KV, we have a Beta-electric company’s power 
supply (Beta Electric Corp. New York, N.Y.) Model No. 2150-2R (2-5-1) which
* Junior Research Fellow, Ministry of Education, Government of India.
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is based on a standard doubler circuit. Three transformers of 50KV each, in 
series, serve as the main high voltage transformers, and the two special X-ray 
tubes Eureka EV-3-75-T as the rectifier tubes. All the components of the high 
voltage power supply are placed inside a box 30" X 30" X 30" filled with Burma 
Shell Diala-B oil. The high voltage can be varieti from 0-150KV, with the help 
of a viriac in the control panel, which is meant for operating the power supply 
from a distance.
Safsty measures include the following ; (i) On over-voltage or over-load the 
high voltage is automatically removed, which can be put on again only if one 
starts from zero voltage. (2) Two inter-locks insure that no person can approach 
the high voltage side, without putting off the high voltage. (3) Spaik-gaps 
inserted in the various points of the circuit, remove the momentary surges 
without damaging the main components. (4) When the high voltage is switched 
off, th3 high voltage point is automatically earthed.
I O N  S O U K C E  A N D  A S S O C I A T E D  C I R C U I T S
Our ion-source is essentially the same as that of Moak, Reese and Good (1951), 
the only difference being that the pyrex envelope of our ion-source is of a little 
bigger diameter than that of theirs. The ion-source base is connected through 
a palladium tube to a cylinder containing the gas to be used in the ion-source 
i.e. dydrogen or deuterium. By controlhng the temperature of the palladium 
tube, 3he flow of the gas to the ion-source is regulated,. A variable 24 volts 
A.C. transformer is used for this purpose. A lOOMC oscillator of the same type 
as thaj of Moak, Reese and Good (1951) excites the discharge in the ion-source. 
A variable 1000 volts positive power supply provides the voltage to the oscillator. 
A variable positive voltage of 0-5000 volts is applied to the probe on the top of 
the ion-source to direct the positive ions towards the cathode. A coil of 2^" 
internal diameter consisting of 1400 turns of no. 22 enamelled copper wire serves 
as the magnet. It serves the purpose of increasing the path length of electrons 
in the ion-source and hence intensifies the discharge. The current of this is 
supplied by a 50 volts 3 amperes power supply, using selenium rectifiers.
All the ion-source accessaries are placed inside an aluminium box 5'x3'x3'  
\vith rounded exteriors. The output from the 150KV power supply is connected 
to the box through a special insulated cable. Since the whole box is at high 
voltage, it is essential to insulate the A.C. voltage supplied to the various circuits 
in the box. We have achieved this by a 2KW isolation transformer of 220 volts 
primary and 220 volts secondary mth 250KV ir^sulation between the primary 
and secondary. The isolation transformer placed in a container having nearly 
80 galbns of Diala B oil is put just below the aluminium box. It was considered 
more advantageous to use this isolation transformer than the usual method of 
an A.C. generator in the box, driven by a motor below through an insulated
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[000 pasn si dnind nopn jjip  dAoq'B (^snt d^j:; p po  sbS noog  y  •tnra/f^ t^  088 
if i^oBd'BO JO dnitid '^Bora'BT^ oani j'Beg-onQ; Supjo'eq 'e  ‘ogs/c^ t^  qS9 J'3 dmnd
uoisnjjrp |io OOi'iiOM peureijTirera si xu9!>8ifs 9pi{Ai oq ; ui tzinnoBA 9i{x
i\iaxsAS MnaovA
■;00J 9U0 8T p u n o jg  '^B0IJ(J09p 9q!J UIOJJ x o q  9^ ^^  ^ JO 9DTO(JSip !JS9J'B9U 9q?J ‘9TlSl9q 
^09j f  JO gre sj'sn id 9T{!j Tjgnonj;, •i9!^9ui'BTp , f  JO sjB^fid jBinoaio (^gg o(^  9Tj!)'B] 'b tio 
poujTKj 9j9jw. ptre SA19J0S xeds jad  igqc^sSo:^ pgm of 9J9j«. ( j q i  u io j j  giq'BTn'B^^qo) 
8^99qs X9dsa9d anoj ‘9iiq‘BjT'BA'B ifii-BTOigrauioo (joti q iqm . si'B^id 9S9q^ s y  •punoaS 
9qc> raoaj x o q  9tj?^  gmf^'Binsm jo  asod ind  9q:  ^ 9ai9s osi'b qotqAV sj'B];jtd X9dsi9d jn o j 
iCq pg^jjoddns si sq j OOS ^noq'B SuTq§i9Av s9U'bss900'b 90jnos-uoi qc^m x o q  9q j,
N O I l V T i l S N I
•gpoKjoap Srassnooj ui'bui gq^ sb s9aj[9S osi'b gpoj'jogp siqx "AX ei 0 
luoaj pGTj-BA 9q u'BO gS'B i^OA 9ai()'bS9U gqj, •pgqdd'B si aojnos-uoi gqij jo  0poq:^ 'BO 
oq;^  a j ^^ oodsga qjL«. ggB^joA gAic^BSgn b qoiq-^ ao-tnos-noi gq;  ^ A opq  (^ gnt
apojc^oap u'B Suio^id jfq p«;o'BHX9 si 90Jnos-uot 9q;j uiojj ni'egq uoi 9Aic i^8od at^x
■uinn{OD Suic '^Bjgpoo'B
0q^ apisin S9pojc^o9{9 I'Boijpiiijifo gqc^  0!j pe(;o9iiuoo si sraqo 'Saj^ 008 ^•i9ao J9y'B 
SuiddBi^ 9qx • sraqo §9j\[ QOS I JO sio!^8is9j jo  raijqo ■b j9A0 p9!;nqTjc^sip si A'SOST
•suoi 9q; nioij sn m  9qii!  ^ gqcj ppiqs 0!j p9ugis9p 
9J'B J^ 9q!J 9iuia 9in'B8 9q;j ; y  ‘sgpi'^i'ed p9§j‘Bqo 9q?> snooj pTO 9{J'bi9{900'b 0!J S'S os 
‘SIX'S gqnc^  9q^ guoiB p py  0iJC^ 09p 9q^  ^ od'Bqs ‘9pis-!^no raojj p9:^ij 9q U'BO qoiq^v 
‘s^poa:^O9I0 9seqx '9a'ju90 araqc^  (J'b S9poj(^o9i9 I'BOijpuiiifo ^jj'bo sg '^Bjd [■b^ 9Ui 9i;x
•uraiqoo Sni(^ 'BJ[9i900'B 9q^  ^ jo  q:jSu9i()S 
I'Bom'Bqo0lu 9q^ gsBajoin o:j ^jsqdwed 0q:^  sa^cjd sssq^ uaaAv^aq paxif 0J9av 
spoj X9dsa9d 99jqx •J9;9m'Bip „ fg  jo  9|oq ■b qc^m ‘ i9^9ra'Bip jo  s9^ 'Bi;d pg^js 
a'Bjnojio OAi!j o ; pguiof J9q(>jnj 9J9a\. uranjoo aq i jo  sgo'bj era9J!jx9 oav^ j gqx  "sgqaui n  
JO q^^Su9[ H'B-J9A0 U'B qC^ IAY SU0IC^ 09S f JO S^ S^ISUOO uran{00 §UI!^ 'BI9y900'B I'BUy 9L;X
( 'V 'S 'i l  ‘sspSuy so^; ‘soi(^ s'B{<j aoeum^ uiojj giq-Bure^jqo) puoqidg -g-i
:^U9UI90 I'Biogds 'b i q  ;^q§i?;-raniioBA gp'Bra 9jb s^^uiof 9qx 'SjgpuqXo Sui^'Bpisui 9S9q:j
ii89A\^9q pgo'Bjd ‘9J^ U90 9q!j in S9ioq q^jm sg^ B^jd p 9c^ s gi'B suoi!^09s 8ui!^Dnpuoo 9qx 
■ss9usnojod JO 90U9sqB 9jnsu9 o; poz'BjS St 90'Bjjns Suim'Braga gqx '^ ’^bu punoaS 
9J'B si9pui[:fo 9q; JO spu9 OAv; 9qx ’ssginioiqj jo pH's je^graBip {■Buag^ ui 9^ 
‘q(j8u9{ JO qo'B9 sj9pui{^o urepoaod 9ib suoi'jogs Sui^ '^Bpsut 9qj^ -suoipgs 
gui '^Binsui pu'B gin:janpiioo 9^ buj9^ {b jo  s^sisuoo uraqoD guT?;'BJ9i900'B 9ux
NMmoo ONiivaaiaoov
•uuirqoo
guii^'Bagpoo'B 9q i puu x o q  9q(  ^ o:^  SifjeC 9i[(j j o  p9A'BS 9jb 9av ‘9S'bd ano u j  ’0j9 :jp q
s u v f j  ' g  ' u  p u v  'q  Q i f
the oil vapours. Pressure of the order of mm of mercury is maintained in 
the whole system. Even when satisfactory vacuum-tightness has been obtained, 
a high pumping speed has to be maintained, as the ions admitted for acceleration 
are always accompanied by neutral gas which would build up a pressure. An 
NRC type 501 thermocouple gauge and a 507 ionization gauge are included in 
the system just above the cold trap to measure the pressure.
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Jig. 2. A photograph of the 150KV Cockcroft-Walton type particle accelerator.
The various parts in the vacuum system after the accelerating column are 
(i) A ‘T’-shaped copper tubing which connects the diffusion pump to the main 
vacuum system side. (2) A metallic system containing a vacuum-tight valve which 
by manual operation from out-side can separate the system on the acceleration 
column side from the target side. This portion also contains a second valve to 
let in air or pump the target side when necessary. (3) A metalhc bellow to adjust 
target to bring the beam in the centre. (4) The target end which includes a 
quar-z piece and a side -ivindow in front of the quartz to see the flourescence 
pattern of the beam when it falls on the quartz. The actual target is put on 
the end of this piece.
\Vhenever A.C. mains supply fails or at night when no body is attending the 
accebrator, a convertor run on the D.C. battery set, available in the laboratory, 
is used to keep the mechanical pump running. Also included ui the diffusion 
pump heater-circuit is an automatic swith, so that if the water supply to the 
■diffusion pump fails, the heater voltage should go off.
^7? C. S. Ehurana and H. 8. Hans
C O N T R O L  ROOM
The voltage ol the various power supplies inside the box containing ion-source 
accessaries are varied from the control room with the help of perspex rods. These 
rods are fixed to the variacs in the input of the power supplies on one side, and 
to the control knobs in the control room on the other side. By rotating 
these rods from the control room, the variacs can be adjusted to give the desired 
voltages in the power supplies. The control room also contains (1) : Control panel 
for 150KV power supply. (2) Ionization guage circuit to measure vacuum in 
the system. (3) Beam current integrator etc. (4) A telescope to read the various 
meters in the box, through a hole in the wall of the control room. (5) Detecting 
equipment.
O P E R A T I O N
The accelerator has been in operation for the last many months, using a proton 
beam. Beam current of protons of more than 100 micro-amperes has been 
obtained on the target, about 5 feet away from the ion-source. Beam can be 
keT)t steady continuously for many hours. No insulation breakdown troubles 
have been encountered.
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ADStraet: Total cross-se^itions for the following reactiocis have been measured at 14 MeV 
neutron energy: Al” ln, p)Mg” (115±lOmb); Al*’ (n. «)Na®*{lll±9mb); Sb»“ (n, 2n)Sb‘“  
(1736±120mb); Sb^^in, 2n)Sbi“ (453x43m b); Ag‘<>»{n. 2n)Ag'»« (619±40mb); Agi»» 
(n, a)Rhi“ (3 8 i6 m b ;; Sc«(n, 2n)Sc« (129±9mb); Sc“ (n, a)K «(132±8m b); Ti50(n, p)Sc®» 
(147±13mb); Ti«(n. p)Sc"(97± 16mb).
1. Introductioc
At 14 MeV neutron energy (n, p), (n, a) and (n, 2n) are very important 
reactions. The measurement of their total cross-sections is useful from 
various considerations. Many measurements of these cross-sections have 
been earlier reported Attempts have been made by some workers to 
compare the measured values of these cross-sections with statistical theory 
£.nd t3 explain the discrepancy on the basis cf direct interaction But
because of the large reported errors in the earlier measurements of these 
cross-sections, such comparison was inconclusive. For example, recent, 
more precise, measurements of (n, a) cross-sections ®) at 14 MeV showed a 
certain regular trend of these cross-sections with atomic weight in contrast 
zo the earher measurements. Apart from these considerations the knowledge 
of thfise cross-sections is desirable, to complete the data of fast neutron 
3ross-sections. With the availability of a 14 MeV neutron source in our 
laboratory, it has been possible to undertake these measurements.
2. Experimental
Neutrons of 14 MeV energy were obtained from the T(d, n)He^ reaction, 
using a 130 keV deuteron beam from the Cockcroft-Walt on accelerator in 
our laboratory The target end, along with arrangement of irradiation of 
the sample, is shown in fig. 1. Normally a deuteron current of 20 fj,A was 
allowed to fall on a Zr—Tr target to get a neutron yield of 10*n/sec at the 
target.
t Junior Research Fellow, Ministry of Education, Government of India.
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Since the energy and current of the deuteron beam were comparatively 
low, it was sufficient to cool the tritium target by forced cool air. A  ZnS- 
lucite crystal mounted on a photomultiplier tube was placed at 90° to the
Fig. 1.
deuteron beam to act as a fast neutron monitor. The flux of the neutrons 
was kjept constant during a particular irradiation.
The sample to be irradiated (generally available in powder form) was 
sandwiched between two cellulose tapes. The area of the sample was kept 
always equal to 1.5 cm ,^ and thickness nearly 20 mg/cm^. The thickness of 
the tape was 9 mg/cm^. The iron samples (available in powder form) were 
also sandwiched in a similar manner. For irradiation, the sandwiched 
sample, whose cross-section was to be measured, was placed between the 
two sandwiches containing iron, as shown in fig. 1. The place of irradiation 
was the outer side of the brass backing of 0.1 mm thickness, to whose other 
side the tritium target was fixed. The substances to be irradiated were 
spectroscopically pure, having a chemical purity of more than 99.9 %.
Because of the low energy of the deuterons, the maximum spread in 
energy of the neutrons incident on the sample should not be more than 
0.5 MeV.
An end window beta-counter of 4 cm diameter, with a mica window of 
4.5 mg/cm^ thickness, was used for measuring the activities of the irradiated 
samples.
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3. Measurements
The cross-section measurements reported here were made relatively to the 
cross-section for the reaction Fe®«(n, p)Mn®*, for which the standard value of 
110 mb, based on the mean of the values of (96.7 +  12 %  mb) by Paul and 
Clarke 1) and (124±10 mb) by Forbes ^), was adopted.
Generally, a sample, along with two iron samples, was irradiated for 30 
minutes, after which the activities produced in it, were followed long enough 
to enable the complete half hfe curve to be drawn. Since iron, when bombard­
ed by 14 MeV neutrons, yields a nearly pure activity of 156 minutes from 
the reaction Fe®®(n, p)Mn“ , it was not considered necessary to follow its 
half life every time. Instead, the counts from the two iron samples were 
individually measured, after a suitable time, and in the same geometry, for 
about 20 minutes in each case. However, as a check, the half life curve for 
Mn®® was followed in a couple of cases. The flux incident on the sample was 
taken to be the mean of the fluxes at the two iron samples. The measurements 
for a particular sample were repeated many times along %vith iron, to have 
good statistics.
The beta-counter was surrounded by about 12 cm of lead from all sides, to 
reduce the background. Normally, at the time of counting, there was only 
the cellulose tape of 9 mg/cm^ between the window of the beta-counter and 
the sample, amounting to a total thickness of about 33 mg/cm^, which a 
beta particle had to traverse before being detected, including the half 
thickness of the sample.
4. Results
In table 1 are given the cross-sections measured for various reactions. 
The errors quoted are only the statistical ones. Other errors, judging from the
T a b le  1
(n, p), (n, a) and (n, 2n) cross-sections for 14 MeV neutrons
Other authors
Reaction Half life !
1
1
Cross-section i 
(mb) 1
Paul and 
Clarke i) 
(mb)
Forbes *) 
(mb)
Allan 1*) 
(mb)
Al” (n, p)Mg2’ 
.A.l” (n, a)N'a« 
Sb'«(n, 2n)Sbi2* 
Sb»«(n, 2n)Sb“ » 
.4g>»»(n, 2n)Agi»« 
.\g i“»(n, a)Rhi«  
Sc«(n, 2n)Sc« 
Sc“ (n, a) K«  
Ti®“(n, pjSc^" 
Ti‘»(n, p)Sc«
j  9.5 mir. 
j  15.0 h 
2.8 d
16.2 min 
2.3 min
140.8 min 
4.01 h 
12.4 h 
1.55 min
55.3 min
115± 10 
l l ln :  9 
1706± 120 
j  4 5 3 -  43 
6 1 9 i  40 
1 38:r 6 
1 2 6 - 9 
' 132x 8
1 4 7 - 13 
! 9 7 x  16
52± io%  : 
7 9 il6 %  i 
1245-25%  
750±25%  
311±50%
7 9 -  7% 
1 3 5 - 7% 
-1 ' 
1000-10%
140±30  
1164- 8 
-
reproducibility of the various quantities measured, were considered to be 
less than 10 %. In seme of the cases when measurements have been repeated, 
an appreciable difference has been found from the values given by other 
authors, as indicated in the table.
The authors wish to express their sincere thanks to Prof. P. S. GiU, 
for his active interest and kind encouragement in the course of this work.
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